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RESOURCE ASSURANCE:
Issue:

SKILLED S&T MANPOHER DEVELOPMENT

Skilled manpower development for S&T is too often
out of phase and focus 'vi th demand.

Background and Analysis: Federal employment, subsidies to
manpower and education (some $10.6 billion in 1975), and
procurement have a major impact on S&T manpov1er demand. No
innovation can be produced and brought to market without some
participation of scientists and engineers.
After a rapid growth of rnanpotver in engineering and science
in the postwar years - in large measure the product of the GI
Bill - sharp declines occurred in these labor markets in the
late sixties and early seventies. Federal ·expenditures
declined in engineering-sensitive activities in relative and
absolute (real) terms, and these brought about a sharp fall
in starting salaries as well as in the number of students
entering this field. At the same time, the alte~~ate conditions
of over and under supply have led to substantial increases in
costs of R&D scientists and engineers.
It is suggested that the space program distorted the labor
market for R&D and other scientists and engineers more than
any other Federal action in the funding of R&D in the history
of the country.
There is also evidence that the United States has fallen behind
in comparability of employment of civilian R&D scientists and
engineers against other industrially developed nations. Western
Europe and Japan were 30 percent ahead of the United States in
the percentage of GNP spent on civilian R&D during the 1960's.
The number of scientists and engineers engaged in R&D per
;.,.. f'0",."'10,000 population has increased bet,veen 1963 and 1973 in al]/~ ··' lfr.,'
major countries (USSR, Japan, \vest Germany, France) but not .-!
in the United States since 1969.
Possible Action:
The AS/S&T should work with OSTP to develop
coordinated Government policies which are required to assure
a long-term supply of skilled S&T manpower, including blue
collar craftsmen, with an appropriate occupational and skill
mix.
A long-term skilled manpmver supply was provided satisfactorily
by market forces in the past. The post-Sputnik emergence of
Federal advanced technology efforts ~pset the supply-demand
balance; first draining S&T talent away from the civilian

economy, later causing a massive shift of S&T professionals
to other jobs. Also there is evidence that the mix of specific
skills needed by our advanced technology economy is not matched
by the current output of professional and paraprofessional
schools. It has been reported, for example, that in 1974 our
engineering schools produced fewer mining engineers than was
the demand of one company in the mining industry. The demand
of the mining industry in that year was quite atypical, but
the fact that the number of graduates was not sufficient to
meet the demand of one company illustrates the point.
On the other hand, political pressures in the Government may
not be inducive to wise management of technical manpower.
In addition, formulation of optimal policy in an environment
of dynamic technologies, hundreds of agencies and thousands
of educational institutions, might be very difficult if not
impossible, and such a program could be considered another
Government "intrusion" in the historically free market process
of supply and demand.
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RESOURCE
Issue:

ASSURlu~CE:

ADEQUATE AND STABLE BASIC R&D SUPPORT

Federal R&D programs are erratic and unpredictable,
leading to feast-or-famine situations in the market,
and appear to adversely affect our international
competitiveness.

Backgroun...~ ___and Ana·lysis: Disqttieting trends in U.S. science
and technology performance may be due in part
to the fluctuating and relatively low level of Federal support
of basic R&D. Federal Government's expenditures on basic R&D
amounted to 0.26 percent of GNP in 1965, the same percent in
1969, 0.25 percent in 1970, 0.22 percent in 1971 and 1972; and
0.20 percent in 1973-75. This slide, coupled with mounting
inflation has had a negative impact on the conduct of basic R&D.
Many universities, the government's prime contractors for basic
R&D, have been brought near bankruptcy in this period. Companies
are finding it difficult in a climate of inflation, recession,
and small profit margins to spend much on long-range research.
In addition, many in the private sector have complained that the
Mansfield Amendment, which requires th4t funds provided by the
Defense Department to companies for independent, long-term R&D
must be spent on mission-related work, has curtailed the amount of
long-range research that can be done in that sector. The recent
decrease in the number of radical innovations, usually the result
of bas·ic R&D, may reflect a suboptimal degree of Federal funding
for basic R&D.
Possible Actions:
(a) Under OSTP ~eadership, the AS/S&T should work with
other agenc1es to determine an appropriate level of
basic R&D, consistent v1ith the economy's long-term
need and its ability to support R&D, and to make this
level reasonably stable over time.
Basic R&D is a sine qua non of sustained technological innovation,
especially of "radical" or "pivotal" types of innovation.
Stability in support will allmv better planned, more efficient
R&D. On the other hand, it \vill be difficult to find objective
criteria for determining an appropriate level of basic R&D
support. Perhaps present support levels could lead to more
results if more industry-university cooperation were promoted.
(b) The Administration should conduct a study of the impact

of the Mansfield Amendment on basic.R&D and if found
detrimental to the c'ountry' s interest, propose that
the Hansfield Amendment be repealed.

The emphasis of the Hansfield Amendment on relevant, targeted
DoD research may be detrimental to the conduct of the

brOiib).,__
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research which is necessary for sustained technological
development of the country. Since DoD provides a substantial
proportion of the Federal funds for basic R&D, a change of
policy in DoD research dollars could have a large impact.

**GOVERNMENT LOANS AND GRANTS FOR INDUSTRIAL R&D
Issue:

Much industrial research of a generic and "overhead"
nature needs to be performed, but because the benefits
cannot be captured by an individual firm, the research
is not funded.

Back~round

and Analysis: The U.S. Government has funded specific
research and engineering in a number of technical fields,
in response to its responsibility for

appl~ed

- providing society or assuring its provision with public
goods, most notably national defense, public safety,
education, health care, certain types of transportation,
and communication;
ensuring that the quality of the physical environment is
preserved and improved;
- conducting its own operations, especially those 't-7hich
collect, process, communicate, and preserve large masses
of information;
- aiding industry that is fragmented into units too small
to carry out effective technology development, such as
in farming and food processing, minerals utilization, and
fishery technology; and
- exploiting technological opportunities of clearly national
impact or avoiding national loss of prestige when risks and
costs are too high to be undertaken solely by private
interests; examples are the exploration of space, and the
development of nuclear and solar energy technologies.
The Morrill Act of 1863, an expression of U-S. Government support
for general technological innovation in the private sector,
enabled the establishment, by direct grant of Federal land and
money of state-operated colleges to promote the agricultural and
mechanical arts and to train their practioners. Much of the
development of U.S. agriculture as t-vell as the pre-Horld War II
U.S. manufacturing industry relied heavily on the applied research
and engineering performed in the "Ageie" colleges and by their
graduates.
Today, however, there is no similar, broadly based Federal program
for promoting general technology development in the private sector.
Rather, each Federal agency promotes the creation and development
of new technology related to its subject mission. In general, the
guiding beliefs behind Federal activities affecting the development, diffusion and exploitation of technology in manufacturing
have been that commercially applicable manufacturing technology is
only developed by the private sector, and that the self-interest
of each firm acting in the market place will ensure optimum diffusion of the technology to other firms and its exploita?,l' :hem.
\~:
\,
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The lack of Federal applied research support in this field is
notably in contrast to Federal policies in two other technologyintensive fields: agriculture and health care. In both these
fields there are planned, coordinated, and well-funded Federal
programs to provide the stimulus needed for rapid technology
diffusion and exploitation. Two years ago, a new technology for
combatting corn blight was rapidly developed and diffused by the
USDA. The most recent example is President Ford's request for
$135M to innoculate all U.S. citizens in just a few months 't·7ith
the swine flue vaccine.
Possible actions:
(a) Establish a DoC Industrial R&D Support Program.
Direct support of industrial R&D, based on.the success of some
foreign nations, has been frequently reco~~ended for U.S. Government adoption. Such a program is not without risk, both of
failure and of criticism. The U.S. Government has successfully
supported much applied research in solid-state electronics, but
its support of alternative automotive power systems has been
unsuccessful.
An exucrimental DoC industrial R&D program focused on problems

generic to a large number of firms is a possible action. These
funds would be used to support R&D of high potential and general
interest to an entire industrial sector, e.g., catalytic processes,
combustion technology, programmable production techniques,
industrial enzymes, ultra-precision machining, etc. Most of the
projects would arise from unsolicited proposals, to allow maxim~~
private sector initiative and participation in the choice of
projects. These funds "tvould supplement mission agency (such as
DoD, ERDA, and EPA) funds which often do not carry research to
the point of successful commercialization or which focus on more
specific projects.
The suggested DoC program would be a small analog of the DoD
programs for supporting (1) the development of technology
relevant to DoD-purchased items, and (2) diffusing technological
innovation in manufacturing processes employed to produce DoD
material. The payoff is large; on some 60 manufacturing
innovations studied, the payoff is 15:1 on investment. Much
of this technological innovation will only slowly, if ever, reach
the attention of the majority of U.S. manufacturing firms in the
absence of a concerted DoC program.

.
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(b) Alternatively, request DoC participation in NSF's
RANN Program.
The National Science Foundation operates a limited applied
research and engineering grants program -- Research Applied to
National Needs (RANN). A possible action would be for DoC to
participate in the management of the RANN progr?-m in order to
emphasize applied research and engineering which would benefit
the manufacturing and services sectors.
The advantage of this action would be the avoidance of the nnew
program" image.
The major disadvantages "~;·70uld be the lack of truly effective DoC
influence on the level of R&D funding; the academic orientation
of NSF management, including its grants and contracts office;
and the competing demands from non-industrial applied research.
(c) ?stablish a Federal Institute for Industrial R&D (FIIRD).
Th~s would disburse Congress-appropriated funds in the form of
grants, or through cost-sharing arrangements, for generic,
"bottle-neck" or some other R&D which \·lOuld be in the long-term
interest of society but not:be undertaken by private sector in
response to other options either because of a too great uncertainty,
too great cost of the project, or too great fragmentation of the
~ndustry which would be the primary beneficiary of the project.
$~amples of R&D projects that might be carried out under this
program include research on prevention of corrosion, combustion
~fflciency, computer-aided quality control of products, industrial
~9bots, progra~~ahle automation of manufactured processes,
r~cycling of materials, automation and other technological
~mprovements in proc~sses applicable in service industries, etc.

rhe program would assure the availability of funds for meritorious
projects \<lhich otherv1ise would not be undertaken given the kind of
~9cio,-economic philosophy we have; it is a r.vay for the society to
make timely use of major technological opportunities as they
g~~ome available.
In cooperative R&D arrangements, the ratio of
~he net increase of private outlays on R&D to the expenditures of
public funds might be quite high. Most, if not all, governments
9f other industria~ized countries support such R&D as a matter of
~ourse.

In some cases, however, the program could undertake projects which
itself and, therefore, there
funds for private funds. The
program would generate some proprietary issues unless the Federal
patent policy is simplified. Moreover, Government bureaucracy
might not have a good feel for which projects should be funded.

~ventually private industry might do
~ight be some substitution of public
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*FEDERAL SUPPORT OF INDUSTRIAL R&D: TAX MEASURES
Issue:

Should additional tax incentives be given to stimulate
innovation in business firms?

Background and Analysis: A variety of tax incentives now exists
to st~ulate capital investment, mineral exploration and to
achieve other objectives. None of these are intended specifically
to encourage technological innovation. R&D expense is now tax
deductible as ordinary business expense. To the extent that firms
expect returns on R&D expenditures to exceed returns from alternative investments, if they consider them on par with all other
investments, a tax incentive for R&D nmv exists. However, few
businessmen consider them that today (because of risk) and most
if not all other market economies treat private expenditures on
R&D the same way.
Existing tax laws may delay technological innovation. Accelerated
depreciation and investment tax credits may tend to speed up
investment in current state-of-the-art capital goods and thus
attract capital away from investment in technology in the future.
Also, tax. la"t·7S are generally broadly applicable to all firms; this
"shotgun" approach gives tax br~aks to those vlho do not make investments in R&D. At least at the theoretical level 'it is generally accepted that if public benefits resulting from private
investments in R&D exceed the returns on this investment, and this
is the case with most private R&D yielding economy-wide productivity increases and/or improvements in the external value of the
dollar, tax credits to private investors are warranted.
Possible actions:
(a) Request ETIP in cooperation with the Treasury Department
to conduct experiments and studies in -v1hich tax breaks
are examined for their effect on innovation (Congressional
approval may be needed).
This incremental approach would yield valuable information at modest
cost.
(b) Recommend that the Congress consider the likely effect
of tax changes on technological.innovation.
This would require advance studies by OTA, CBO, Library of Congress,
Joint Economic Committee, or others. In view of the chaotic state
of tax lal;·ls and pressures for special favors, this issue may be
ignored in tax reform.
,_.
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The tax changes to be considered in the studies of (a) and (b)
would include the following possibilities:
(1) Substantially increase the tax investment credit
for R&D plant from the present 10 percent to, e.g.,
25 percent.
The program would be economy-wide. There would be some net
increase in R&D, and it would be easy to administer. There
would be no interference in private decision-making by
bureaucrats, nor would there be any proprietary issues.
On the other hand, the net increase in R&D would probably
be relatively small even though costly to the Treasury,
because the credits would have to be available not only to
those performers 'tvho 'tvould not do the R&D unless such
increased credits were available, but also to those \vho would
do it anyway. Hence, the ratio of the net increase in
private outlays on R&D to the expenditures of public funds
would be low. Moreover, the policy would provide an opportunity for fraud because of frequent indistinguishability of
R&D plant from production plant. At the present time the
climate is against tax credits.
I

(2) Increase tax depreciation allowances for R&D plant.

\

\

The program would be economy-\·7ide, might result in so:ne
increase in R&D, and w·ould be easy to administer. There 'l.·muld
be no interference in private decision-making by bureaucrats,
nor would there be any proprietary issues.
However, depreciation represents only a small fraction of
total cost of R&D, and an increase in depreciation. t·muld
only mean a temporary postponement of tax payment, rather than
forgiveness of the tax. Thus, the net increase in private
outlays on R&D could be very small, if not nil, because of
the small marginal incentive.
(3) Provide new special tax credits or equivalent cash

payments (to those having no tax burden) to
industrial R&D performers, with R&D defined in
accordance with the Financial Accounting Standards
Board concept or some other standard specifically
designed for the purpose.

(

The program would be economy-wide. There would be some
increase in R&D, the size of which ~tmuld depend on the size
of the tax credit or equivalent cash payment. It would be
easy to adrninis ter and there tvould be little or no grmvth
of bureaucracy (unless the R&D eligible for the incentive
were not well defined).
'·
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Furthermore, there would be little or no interference in
private decision-making by bureaucrats; nor would there be
proprietary issues.
On the other hand, the kind of incentives that would substantially increase industrial R&D throughout the economy
would subsidize not only incremental R&D but also ongoing
projects, and the latter 'tvould be tantamount to substitution
of public funds for private funds. Hence, the ratio of the
net increase in private outlays 6n R&D to the net expenditures
of public funds would be very low, if not nil. Moreover, the
policy would be conducive to fraud, as is probably the case
with all broad policies. At the present time the climate is
against tax credits, especially ne'tv tax credits.
(4) Trade the present tax credit for investment in plant
and equipment (10 percent) for tax credit or
equivalent cash payments for expenditu~es on
industrial R&D.
The basic rationale for the present tax credit for investment
in plant and equipment is promotion of modernization and
productivity groHth. Some careful recent studies have come
to the conclusion, hmvever, that investments in plant and
equipment are largely a function of pressure of demand on
industries' capacity and not of these tax incentives. Consequently, from the overall social policy point of view, the
tax credit for investment in plant and equipment might be
considered as a tool of income redistribution and not a tool
for promoting productivity grm·1th, and hence, gr0\·7th of
income. I'rom this it follows that to the extent the trade
of tax credit for R&D expenditures for tax credit on plant and
equipment would generate more R&D and, hence, growth in
productivity, etc. , the· trade-off vmuld be beneficial to
society. Moreover, the trade-off would not require additional
tax expenditures for the purpose.

(

However, in an inflationary economy, tax credit for expenditures on plant and equipment helps to counteract antiquated
rates of depreciation and, therefore, the policy might socially
be equitable even though formally it might look as if it 'tvere
a tool of income redistribution. Thus considered, both sets
of tax incentives might be necessary. However, as things are
now, it seems rather ridiculous to use the excuse of social
desire to improve productivity to essentially offset the
adverse impact of inflation. The trade-off would most
probably be also opposed by the business community, especially
non-technology-intensive industries; macroeconomists; and,
perhaps, even quite a few people in the Government.

'

(5). Provide ne\v tax credits or equivalent cash payments
(to those having no tax burden) for incremental
(e.g., above the level of the most recent 3-year
average) industrial R&D.
The policy would be economy-wide, and would undoubtedly
increase the private outlays on R&D (the size of which ~muld
depend on the size of the tax credit or equivalent cash
payment); there would be little .or no substitution of public
funds for private funds; and the ratio of the net increase in
the private outlays to the expenditures of public funds 1r10uld
most lik.ely be relatively high. Moreover, the program \vould
be relatively easy to administer and there would be little
or no growth of bureaucracy and little or no interference in
private decision-making. Nor ·would there be any proprietary
issues.
On the other hand, the policy would a~pear to penalize compresently doing appreciable R&D. (However,if a 3-year
average were accepted as a base for a given year's
credit, the discrimination favoring firms which had not done
much R&D in the past \·70uld disappear over time.) Moreover,
the policy would be conducive to usual types of fraud.
Again, at the present time the climate is against tax credits,
especially new tax credit.
pan~es
mov~ng
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(6) Provide nev1 tax credits or equivalent cash payments
(to those having no tax burden) for incremental R&D
in chemicals and capital goods industries.
This policy would increase the private outlays on R&D (the
size would depend on the size of the incentive) in the
industries whose output has traditionally been most conducive
to domestic productivity growth and favorable foreign trade
performance for the economy at large; there would be little or
no substitution of public funds for private funds; and the
ratio of the net increase in the private outlays to the
expenditures of public funds \vould most probably be high.
The program \vould be relatively easy to administer and there
would be little or no growth of bureaucracy. Moreover, there
would be little or no interference in private decision-making,
nor would there be proprietary issues.
On the other hand, the policy 'tvould appear to penalize companies presently doing appreciable R&D. (However, if a 3year moving average vlere accepted as a base for a given year's
credit, the discrimination favoring firms which had not done
much R&D in the past would disappear over time.) In addition,
the policy would be conducive to usual types of fraud, and
at the present time the climate is. against tax credits,
especially new tax credit.

,

Not'tvithstanding all cons and problems, either option (4)
-- trade the present tax credit for investment in plant and
equipment for credit for industrial R&D, or option (5) -provide new tax credits or equivalent cash payments for
incremental industrial R&D, merit serious consideration.
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EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
Issue:

There is lacking a systematic effort to generate and
distribute publications to inform the general public
about the consequences of major technological
developments and decisions.

Background and Analysis:
An informed and sophisticated electorate is essential to the

best use of technology in a techpology-intensive society. The
responsibility of the Government to inform the public about
anticipated consequences of governmental actions is well
established. It has been argued that the Government has a
responsibility to inform the public about consequences of any
anticipated changes, whether due to Government action, technology,
natural forces, or any other factor. Almost every U.S. department
and agency has now in effect public information policies and
operations vJhich seek to inform the public. Some of the outputs
have been outstandingly effective, a_nd i.varmly welcomed. Recent
NBS educational publications on energy conservation are one
example. Many USDA consumer pamphlets are also effective-. Under
a more formal approach, the whole NBS standards program, including
physical stAndards and "paper" standards,
a means for advancing
public understanding of technology.

is

These efforts involve comparatively-unambiguous i~sues. For many
other technological changes the issues are complex c:wd ma,nyvalued and a suitable educational program would be most difficult
to present. The other side of the coin is .rllat a significant
fraction of the public is both unwilling and unable to comprehend
the whole picture.
There is no question of the need to take -- and continue -- action
along these lines.
Possible actions:
(a) Continue present system under i.·Jhich individual Federal
agencies prepare and distribute educational publications
whenever they see a need to inform individuals about
t~Ghnological

~hanges.

Some examples show that the present approach can be effective.
Moreover, no new organizational structure would be required, and
there would be no additional demand on budgets.
On the other hand, many present publications are ineffective.
Technological problems are too complex to present in a haphazard
fashion, with the outputs of some agencies contradicting the

'

outputs of others. At present, many technological changes are not
properly handled, and effective use is not made of TV and other
media.
(b) Increase agency efforts for education and provide a
central coordinating office.
A coordinated approach could have a greater educational impact,
with fewer important issues being inadvertently neglected. This
w·ould, however, require budget increases, and coordinating offices
without management and budgetary authority are seldom effe·ctive.
(c) Reduce Government effort, and ·assume the task would be
taken ~ver by private publishers who are better at
promoting sales of publications.
This approach utilizes the skills of the private sector, and
reduces Government manpm·1er and budget requirements.
However, it is likely that only "best seller" issues \vould receive
attention and coverage would be very haphazard. It would be easy
for partisan viewpoints to prevail.

'

CREDIBILITY OF SCIENTIFIC INFOP&UlTION
Issue:

How should procedures be improved by ·Hhich sci~ntific
infonnation and (often disputed) interpretations,
relevant to controversial governmental decisions,
are placed before policy makers and the general public.

Background and Analysis: Many policy decisions of national
(and international) importance rely in considerable part on
sophisticated scientific data and their interpretation. Neither
decision makers nor the interested public can readily judge the
reliability and objectivity of such information, especially 't·lhen
scientists disagree over the validity and significance of the
available data. Recent instances include the issues of: safety
of nuclear power; effectiveness of proposed ABM defense systems;
possible threats to the "atmospheric shield" by SST's and aerosol
sprays; and a host of other complex problems.
Such information and interpretations are made available today
mainly through (a) publication and discussion in scientific
journals, (b) reports by advisory panels or task forces of technical experts, and (c) presentations in public forums, such as
Congressional hearings and meetings of the National Academies
ana professional societies. Significant shortcomings have ';een
'tvidely noted: rhetoric and emotionalism displace scientific
objectivity; opposing experts fail to confront each others:
arguments; implicit assumptions and "mind-sets 11 go unexplicated.
Informed decision-making is impeded. Eloquent descriptions of
the deficiencies, and tentative prescriptions of remedies, have
come from industry, academia, and gover~~ent itself. To cite
Senator Jackson: uone often wishes that advisers w-ith different
points of view \vould confront each other directly and in public
so that hidden or unstated assumptions could be revealed and the
different modes of analysis explored.fl
Possible actions:
(&) Continue working '1:·7ith OSTP to institute a "science court,

in \vhich impartial experts would examine data and direct
g,dversa:)::'y argumentation, yielding an assessment of the
~~~dibility of scientific information (separated from
v~~ue judg~ents) bearing on major national issues.
rhis ~pproach would provide an inexpensive and efficient means to
clarify the scientific f~cts and uncertainties, clearing the 'tvay
£or more rapid adoption of valuable technological innovations and
~~j~ction of harmful ones.
On the other hand, it could not compensate for gaps in rele':::nt
{lata, mig .: unduly expand the influence of Science's "senio1:
~lit9,u ~nd could find troublesome the identification and

..
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extraction of "the scientific component" of heated public
issues.
(b) Adopt (a) on an experimental time-limited basis.
A science court experiment would permit a flexible exploratory
approach to the evolvement of a ne\v institution \vith a most
difficult role.
However, a "likely to be transient" Court might not command the
same co~~itment and dedication from participants.
(c) Work through existing institutions (professional
societies, universities) to better sensitize and
train scientists concerning maintenance of objectivity
and integrity as "expert \vitnesses" on controvers 1
issues.
This approach would avoid the radical step of introducing a
Science Court.
Its necessarily slow pace and its continuing reliance on ability
to maintain objectivity under stress mark it as a worthHhile
supplement to (a) or (b) rather than a substitute.

,
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*:!:INNOVATION INFORHATION FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERJYIHENTS
Issue:

There is need for an innovation information system
serving state and local governments.

Background and Analysis:
Serving the technological and other innovation needs of state
and local goverTh~ents is seriously hampered by the lack of an
effective information system serving that sector. The sheer
number of state and local goverThuents - 38,000 receive revenue
.sharing funds - makes an information delivery system difficult.
Emplo)~ent in this sector increased 165 percent from 1950 to 1973,
and productivity has not significantly improved.
since productivity increases in state and local governments will
be closely related to capital goods, purchases and investments
(e.g. 1 computers, telecommunication devices, trucks), U.S. industry has a large stake. There is yet, hmv-ever, no coordinated
governmental program to bring the full Federal, state and local
governmental resources to bear on the needs of state and local
governments.
The situation is analogous to the pre-1965 situation in U.S.
education. There were large Federal educational laboratories
spending hundreds of millions on applied research and 20,000
school districts untouched by the research results, but receiving
several billions of dollars for support of traditional practices.
There was no mechanism for rapidly bridging the gap between
research and practice; education Has a non-technology sector.
A solution in education \vas the establishment by the Office of
Education of an educational innovation information system (ERIC).
This system is like other Federal mission-oriented information
systems; it collects, organizes, and supplies copies of publications relevant to educational innovation.
Other branches of state and local governments have also suddenly
been thrust into a situation in which innovation is necessary,
but they lack an integrated information system serving tl1eir needs.
They also have a great need for applied research focused on their
problems, and the President has repeatedly stressed the need to
integrate this requirement into Federal R&D programs. An inte.grated information system would assist in collecting and organizing
research needs of state and local governments.

(

Presently, the Federal Government has several scattered small
pilot programs in these areas. A Federal Laboratories Consortium
Hith 70 member laboratories operates in a semi-official ~vay to
assist state and local governments to become more capable of
utilizing technology, and to have their needs for technology better
t-"·
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addressed by the Federal R&D program. NSF/Rfu~N's Intergovernmental Science program has supported, through Public
Technology, Inc., demonstration projects in 27 cities; the Council
of State Governments and National Conference of State Legislators also have supported demonstration projects.
Possible actions:
(a) Create an information clearinghouse to collect, organize,
and dis:::eminate technological innovation information for
state and local governments.

.

Although this action 'tvould be a positive response to the policy
_statements listed above, it would require a small additional staff
to manage the progr&m, and considerable (ca. $1/2 million) money
to develop the natiom-1ide collection apparatus, to pay for the
organization and promotion of the information, and .to under\vrite
the initial use of the clearinghouse by state and local governments.
(b) Consolidate the existing field demonstration Federal
programs into a single continuing Federal program~
·.l.'m.s possible action would recognize the continuing need for
referral, interpretive, stimulative, and demonstration services
in order to obtain the desired innovation in state and local
governments. This sector is similar to agriculture (especially
in earlier times) and education in its fragmentation, sensitivity
to influences (sometimes capricious) beyond its control, and
general unawareness of the possibilities offered by technological
innovation. It will probably require a continuing Federal progra~
for 10 to 20 years or more to incubate the essential re-orientation
of state and local governments.
(c) Propose establishing a policy-making responsibility for
effective transfer of Federally developed technology to
state and local gover~~ents within the new Office of
Science and Technology Policy.
This Office should work with the private sector, state and
local governments and Federal Gover~~ent organizations in
identifying the most effective transfer mechanisms and with
Federal policy-making bodies such as the Office of Management
and Budget and the Civil Service Commission in planning for
and implementing the funding and staffing requirements of an
effective program.

'

A broad policy plus resources to implement this policy will be
required to make significant impact in a reasonable time.
Involvement of the state and local as \·7ell as private sector in
the planning will assure the support o£ reasonable transfer
mechanisms .
On the other hand, OSTP is not an operating agen·cy; to date policy
level action has not been follo·Hed up. by problem solving.

/
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(d) Provide categorical grants to the States to aid them
in developing internal means to express their technological needs and \·mrk toward meeting them, dra\ving
on any resources available.
Since problems often involve much more than the technological
component in their solution, individuals close to the need 1;-1ill
be most effective in providing an affordable solution.
However, lack of understanding of the Federal system and
specialized interests of state and local employees will make it
difficult to maintain a broad network of technology transfer
agents.
Options (a)-(d) could all benefit from broad Federal support for
technology transfer provided, e.g., by mandating that each
agency creating significant technological output should place
at least a fixed fraction of their manoower in the dissemination
activities serving state and local governments; and by supporting
the establishment of training opportunities for technology
transfer agents in Federal organizations.

,

*'~~CONSUMER

Issue:

TECHNOLOGY INFOfu'\fATION SERVICES

Insufficient information on consumer products and
services results in extensive economic loss.

Background and Analysis: Consumer problems with products and
product servicing arc costly -- products are discarded prematurely, materials are wasted, much~time and resources are
devoted to resolving consumer complaints, sales are lost, and
consumers are unable to make the rational choices necessary
to maximize satisfaction from limited incomes.
A recent study has indicated that Americans find something
'tvrong ·with 28 percent of their purchases of goods and services;
of these they complain about 33 percent; of the latter only
57 percent result eventually in consumer satisfaction.
Possible Actions:
(a) Expand the Departmental effort to provide consumer
information services on product performance and
product servicing, and to increase the Departrnent's·
consumer technical education focus.
Such an expanded effort would consist of three interrelated
technical facets -- provision of product performance information,
provision of product servicing information (such as for automotive and TV repair), and an increased education focus for
consumers, retailers, servicing personnel, and manufacturers
in order to promote more efficient consumer purchasing
decisions based on sound technology. Much technical expertise
to conduct this effort exists in the Department, especially
in the Office of Product Standards and the National Bureau of
Standards.
This comprehensive and coordinated national consumer services
effort should reduce consumer financial loss and dissatisfaction,
facilitate product and servicing investment decisions, stimulate
competition and sales based on quality and price, reduce
manufacturer liability insurance costs, and reduce State and
local expenditures now required to process consumer complaints.
There are, however, technological and other limitations to
such an effort. For example, some products may have so many

significant performance characteristics that selection for
labeling purposes may result in uneconomic allocation of
productive resources. Additional resources would also be
required for effective implementation. In addition, the
cooperation needed from the private sector cannot be taken
for granted. Cooperation by other agencies should also be
sought.
On the other hand, resolution of the consumer information
problem is unlikely to occur in the absence of a comprehensive,
coordinated attack. The Federal Government is in the unique
position of being able to serve the interests of all Americans;
that is, all those who are impacted by the problem -- consumers,
manufacturers, distributors and retailers," even State and local
government. The fact that the benefits of the p~ogram will
be disaggregated extensively among consumers and business also
calls for a Federally coordinated effort.
(b) Proceed with existing efforts supplemented by the
proposed National Voluntary Consumer Product
Information Labeling Program.
~

In this case, no special DoC effort would be made to develop
an effective program to provide information on product servicing
or provide the extensive education focus found in (a) above.
This more restricted approach would probably have a lower
benefit-cost ratio because unlike in (a) there would be a
lower tendency for individual, yet related projects, to
reinforce each other, and a smaller opportunity to eliminate
wasteful conflicts and overlapping. It would, ho~vever, not
,require as much resource expenditure as in (a) above.

'
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STANDARDS GENERATION
Issue:

Lack of a clear cut, national standards policy inhibits
economic gro·c;vth and the public interest.

Background and Analysis: The first problem identified in the
1974 report on Voluntary Industrial Standards in the United
States by the House Committee on Science and Astronautics
was 11 the lack of a national policy for domestic and international standardization."
The proposed Voluntary Standards and Certification Act of 1976
(8.3555) containedthe following findings, inter alia:
Section 3(9) "The procedures for promulgating standards,
for accepting products for testing, inspection, and
certification, and for insuring aggrieved parties due
process are inadequate and vary from organization or
organization."

'\

Section 3 (12) ''Built-in safeguards to protect consumers
and to eliminate restraint of trade problems inherent
·in the standardization process are lacking. 11
Section 3(13) HThe lack of a uniform policy with respect
to domestic standardization policies has impeded the
effectiveness of the U.S. participation in international
standardization activities, which may have far-reaching
consequences on balance of trade and balance of payments."
In a recent draft of a proposed study on this subject, ANSI
(American National Standards Institute) states that: "we
have no national policy ·tvith regard to standards and certification, no official government policy or position and only
limited means of developing a cooperative government-private
program to work effec.tively on behalf of U.S. international
(and national) trade and Cornmercial intereStS) II and further
that '~hile there has been a government presence, organizational
mechanisms and procedures are seldom adequate to accommodate
a vastly increased and influential role for government."
Included within the general problem and as a manifestation of
it is the lack of a clear coiTmitment to develop and use
performance-type standards whenever these may appropriately

,

be substituted for certain standards of design, materials, or
methods of manufacture which impede technological innovation.
Possible Actions:
(a) Support the purpose of Title I (National Standardization) of the Voluntary Standardization and
Certification Act (S.3555), but with certain
modifications.

(

It is likely that S. 3555 will be reintroduced next year with some
modifications. Title I provides for the development of a uniform
national standardization system for all standards and certification
activities undertaken by the private sector. In hearings on
this Bill on June 21, 1976 the Department of Commerce indicated
support for the overall purpose of Title I -- to assure that
the public interest will be protected and due process observed
in the voluntary standards activities carried out by the private
sector. HoHever, the Department expressed its concern about
the rigorous regulatory framev1ork of the Bill and its awkward
procedures. In addition, the Interagency Committee on Standards
Policy (chaired by Commerce) 11as. prepared guidelines for the
participation by Federal agencies in private sector standards
~ctivities.
It is anticipated that Orill will publish these
guidelines in an OMB Circular, shortly. Hhile these guidelines
are not a substitute for Title I of S.3555, they are consistent
with its objectives. Available information indicates that the
private sector standards co~~unity is strongly opposed to
S.3555.
{b) Support the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) in applying for a Federal Charter.
The granting of a Federal charter -v10uld symbolically establish
-ANSI as the U.S. standards body for domestic coordination of
voluntary private sector standards development, for interaction
with the Federal Government on standards policy matters, and
for U.S. representation in non-treaty international standardsmaking organizations. This should result in significant benefits
a strengthened and more responsive U.S. standards system due to
coordination of national private sector efforts, improved
pot~ntial for ANSI to attract increased financial support
from the private and governmental sectors, and increased ANSI
influence in international, non-treaty standards organizations.

I
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ANSI attempted earlier to obtain a Federal charter but failed
because, it is reported, the House Judiciary Committee had
ceased issuing charters pending the development of criteria
for qualification. Such criteria have since been published
(1969) but only a very fe"t·7 charters have been issued since
then. A possible dra~;\lback to this course of action is that
since charters are issued through the legislative process and
because of possible opposition from consumer and antitrust
groups, the charter application could become the focal point
of legislative efforts to impose rigorous regulatory requirements on the voluntary consensus standa.rds-setting system such
as certain objectionable provisions in 8.3555.
(c) Prepare new legislation to establish a national
policy for maximizing effectiveness of the American
standards effort, particularly that of the voluntary
standards-setting community.
This approach contains at least three advantages over the
charter approach in (b) above, namely the: (1) greater
opportunity for appropriate Federal funding of priority
standards proJects, (2) greater opportunity to strengthen the
national standards system by providing a solid basis for cioser
cooperation between the public and private sector and for the
government to supply appropriate guidance as this system
develops, and (3) opportunity to cover r~lated standards matters,
such as the assurance of due process.
In preparing such legislation the Department would work with
key private sector standards interests in order to arrive at a
mutually satisfactory resolution of important issues, and
thereby maximize the efforts of the private sector in the public
interest. The Commerce Bill could be proposed as an alternative
to 8.3555, or constitute the basis for suggested modifications
to such a bill.
(d) Continue through the Interagency Committee on Standards
Policy (ICSP) to promote interagency cooperation and
coordination with the private sector.
Substantial progress on this front has been made since this
Committee was reestablished about a year and a half ago. This
Committee provides the only active Federal Government forum to
exchange information on U.S. standards policy and make government-wide policy recommendations. No significant disadvantages

have been identified for this Committee's continuance. It
could also prove especially useful should S.3555 be reintroduced;
in fact, Section 209(a) of this Bill provides for the establishment of an interagency committee on international standardization policy to assist the Secretary of Commerce in his
responsibilities under Title II (International Standardization).
(e) Plan jointly with the private sector standards
community (possibly through the ICSP) to identify
present needs and their possible resolution.
Such an approach has the obvious advantages and disadvantages
of any joint private sector/government undertaking. The
principal advantage 'tvould be the possibility of arriving at
mutually agreed solutions and reco~~endations; the principal
disadvantage may be that the reCOQ~ended solutions lack authority
or are too \veak. The standards community 'tvould probably be
favorable to the approach at this time. An earlier effort of
this nature produced a useful report -- the so-called LaQue
Report of 1965 (technically, the report of the ad hoc Panel on
Engineering a~d Commodity Standards).

'

FUNDING OF COMrlliRICALIZATION OF SELECTED GOVERNMENT INVENTIONS
Issue:

Most government inventions are not commercialized, and
much government R&D is not exploited for patentable
inventions.

Background and Analysis~ Although the U.S. Government funded
roughly $10 billion of R&D in 1975 ·tvhich might have resulted
in Government-atmed inventions, only 1600 patents actually
issued. This contrasts with the 35,000 patents issued to U.S.
industry for an R&D expenditure of $15.3 billion. The conclusion
can be drawn that inventions--the tangible expression of an
innovative idea--are not a high priority in U.S. Government R&D.
Furthermore, other than in U.S. Government procurement, there
are relatively fe·tv commercial uses made of Government inventions.
A partial reason for the lack of commercialization is simple
lack of awareness on the part of potential users of the invention;
a year-old ~ITIS nelvsletter, seminar, and exhibits program has
multiplied several-fold the awareness level, and 'til ill continue.
Another reason is the presumed complexity and uncertainty of
getting a license to exploit the invention; the Government
Patent Policy Committee.is sponsoring a new patent bill which
will alleviate the problem.
Perhaps the major reason so few patents issue from U.S. Government funded R&D is that Government inventions are usually not
developed sufficiently to allow a reasonable assessment of
commercial potential. Most inventions thus remain in the idea
or bench-scale stage. Even those inventions which are fully
developed for one purpose (e.g., a ne\·7 missile guidance system)
are usually left undeveloped for other possible applications
(e.g., vehicle traffic control). Yet the history of technology
has many instances where an invention first applied in one field
reaches its maximum potential in another field, frequently after
considerable time has elapsed (e.g., although the same technology
is used for ice-making and space cooling, ice-making had far less
impact on U.S. economic development than has airconditioning).
Possible Actions:
(a) Continue present NTIS program alerting potential users
to existence of USA inventions.

'

This program is now nearly self-sustaining, except for the costs
of collecting and organizing the information about U.S. Government inventions. Federal R&D agencies report a marked upsurge
in their patent licensing activity as a result.
The program does require 8 people, hov1ever, and has a limited
potential because of the undeveloped state of most U.S. Government inventions.
(b) Fund the commercialization of U.S. Government

inventions.
This action would embrace two somewhat different functions:
developing the invention to a prototype stage, where commercial
potential could be assessed \vith reasonable risks; and further
promoting its commercialization by sharing start-up costs with
the commercial exploiter.
Major disadvantages to this action, other than the money and
staff to administer it are:
the deep-rooted suspicious and "you go your "t·1ay; I 1 11
go mine 11 attitudes between Government and industry;
The dogma that inventions resulting from U.S. Government R&D should be public property, regardless of
whether this actually results in non-use; and
the administrative requirements in managing such a
program, which would be similar ;Ln size and scope to
the largest of private U.S. R&D enterprises.
However, the DoC has been directed by the President to develop
plans for more aggressive exploitation of U.S. Government
inventions, and actions similar to this proposal are becoming
routine governmental functions in other nations.

A

GoverTh~ent-sponsored invention development and licensing
function is performed in every other industrialized nation, and
in many of the semi-industrialized nations (e.g., Mexico). The
organization performing this function usually obtains proprietary
rights to inventions arising out of Government-funded laboratories and frequently assists in the development of privately

,

sponsored inventions, with a sharing of rights. These nations
have set up independent corporations. for this purpose because
R&D performers usually give this function little or no
attention, and the need for management flexibility in a
commercial sense.
A variety of financing arrangements are used to- support the
development of inventions; including grants, loans, grants
convertible to loans in the event of'successful projects, and
loans convertible to grants in the event of unsuccessful projects.
'

Such organizations have been successful. Some of them have
been very successful, such as ANVAR of France, and its counterpart in Australia. ANVAR consummated nearly as many royalty
bearing licenses in 1975 (many in the U.S.) as all u.s. Government agencies did without royalty,·and was completely selfsustaining. The Research Development Corp. of Japan, a ne~ver
organization, was 2/3 self-sustaining on a budget of $10
million. The first of all these agencies, the NRDC (UK)
continues to have a record of success

'

*STIMULATION OF INNOVATION THROUGH FEDERAL PROCUREHENT POLICY
Issue:

Federal procurement policy in its present form does
not stimulate technological innovati"on.

Background and Analysis: Present procurement policy, as outlined
in the Federal procurement regulations, favors procurements made
with maximum competition, using Federal specifications, and the
awarding of contracts to the lmv acquisition price bidder.
While these principles are designed to insure that Federal
procurements will be made in an open, fair, and honest manner,
. they tend to result in the purchasing o.f products \•lith the
lowest common denominator with respect to technology. On the
other hand, use of procurement incentives such as life cycle
costing and performance specifications, while departing from
the normal policies of procurement, can at the same time satisfy
the. requirements of fair, open and honest procurement and provide
incentives to suppliers to bring technological innovation to
Government and commercial markets.
Possible Actions:
(a) Rely on ETIP experimentation with Federal procurement
policy to foster policies favorable for innovation.
The procurement experiments of ETIP have demonstrated the
possibility of cost-effective modifications in the procurement
activities of specifications, and life cycle costing, and it is
planned that future experiments should be in the area of value
incentive provisions. The ETIP experimentation mode of working
closely with various agencies is an effective means of
introducing new procurement concepts to the agencies.
On the other hand, the experiments are limited in size and
scope and may not be the fastest means of implementing
innovation-stimulating procurement practices throughout the
Government.
(b) Make creation and diffusion of innovations a more
prominent objective to all Federal procurement policy.
Over the long run, this policy might have a high social benefit/
cost ratio.

'

It would probably meet with opposition from beneficiaries of
the present policy. Before mandating a Government-wide policy,
it would be wise to determine through experimentation the best
procedures to follow.

,

FEDl:RhL PATE::':' POLICY
Issue:

The great variety of existing Federal patent policies
\vith their enmhasis on Government m·mershiD of inventions is a hi;drance to the development and tr<J.nsfer
of technology developed with Government funds.

Background and Analysis: Presently, there are more than a
score of stc:;:cutory pol:[cics for handling the proprietary
rights on inventions ar ing from Government-funded R&D.
}lost uf these policies m;:J.nclate Federal mvnership of the
inventions.
The great variety of policies is confusing to
\'lould-be contractors 1 and the emphasis on Gover:n..\lent ownership
dissuades some well qualified companies from taking Government contracts.
A bill has been drafted which would establish for the first
time a uniform Federal policy on patenta0le technology and
other intellectual property resulting from Federallysponsored research and development.
The draft bill establishes policies for (1) the allocation 6£ rights to all
in~en£ions (contractor and Federal employee) which result
from Federal R&D programs 1 (2) protection of these invention
rights through domestic and foreign patenting, and (3) ·
.
licensing and corrunercialization of the patented and related
technology.
The bill provides for contractors to retain
ownership of inventions resulting from Federally-sponsored
research where they have sufficient interest to seek patent
protection and declare an intent to corru"Tterc lize the
invention. The public interest is protected by reserving
strong march-in rights to the Government. Enactment of the
draft bill \'lOUld repeal 1 amend, or abolish the numerous existing differing legislative and Presidential Federal patent
policies, and permit maxim~\l utilization of the technology
resulting from current Federal R&D annual expenditures of
approximately $20 billion.
The draft bill, prepared by the Government Patent Policy
Committee of the Federal Council on Science and Technology,
has been circulated by OMB to the Executive Departments and
Agencies for official comment. Upon receipt of the comments,
they have and \vill be accommodated 1 as appropriate.
Possible Actions:
(a) Introduce the draft bill during the first session
of the 95th Congress.

The ovcn:hclming majority of policy level officie1ls, both
Prenidcntiill-appointees and career, now e1grce with the
proposed bill. It is especially notcworthy that the
Department of Justice had indicated no objections to the
bill, overturning a longstanding policy position set forth
in the 1947 Report of the Attorney General, at the GPPC
level but did do so at the OHB cleara::ce. ·
(b)

Take no action.

The chances are increasing that the House Cor~nittee on
Science and Technology, '"hich held henrings on this subject
during the closing days
the last sdssion, will itself
sponsor legislation in this area, thereby reducing the
Executive Branch's influence on the content of patent
policy.

'

MODIFICATION OF Ai\TTITRUST LAHS TO PERMIT COOPERATIVE R&D
Issue:

Would cooperative R&D leading to socially useful
technological innovation occur if antitrust laws were
modified?

Background and Analysis: High risks and large investments are
involved in the development of many ne\·7 energy, materials,
environmental control and other sophisticated civilian technologies. This has lead to the desirability of industry-government
and multi-company cooperative research and development programs.
However, companies are reluctant to engage in these cooperative
efforts because of their perception of the Government 1 s antitrust posture. U.S. companies are placed at a disadvantage in
both the domestic and international markets "tvith respect to
foreign companies \·7hose governments encourage and participate
in joint R&D undertakings.
Present antitrust opinion fro1vns on cooperative R&D among
competing firms because it is construed as a form of collusive
behavior tending to restrain competition. Antitrust action
tends to modify th~ structure of industry (i.e., reduce economic
concentration through vertical or horizontal mergers). Studies
by Kamien and Sch~varts have shown a generally weak relationship
bet"tveen market concentration in an industry and the rate of
innovation.
Studies by Nelson, Freeman, and Scherer indicate that firms
gain from cooperative R&D in trade associations which do basic
or exploratory research. Research leading to specific products
is avoided both because of fear of antitrust action and because
of a desire to compete with differentiated products.
Possible Actions:
(a) Request ETIP in cooperation with the Justice Department
to conduct experiments and studies tvhich demonstrate the
effect of antitrust la~;v relaxation on cooperative R&D
leading to socially desired innovation.
ETIP now has a related project (not involving antitrust law
relaxation) to demonstrate the effectiveness of group action
in R&D to develop flame retardant treatment for fabrics. The

,
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experiments and studies could address the problem of hmv best
to relax antitrust lmvs so as to encourage.additional R&D
while preserving the stimulus of competition.
(b) Introduce legislation to relax antitrust restrictions
on R&D cooperation by small firms but not large firms.
It is appropriate to focus on small firms since they cannot
individually devote the necessary resources to carry out high
risk, high cost projects. Problems here include the monitoring
of firms to insure that qualified firms are not engaged in anticompetitive R&D.

I
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~'}fODIFICATION OF REGULATORY INHIBITIONS ON INNOVATION

l~:

Can one determine how to modify existing regulations
in a o.vay that will provide incentives for technological
innovation:

Background and Analysis: Very little attention· is being ·devoted>
either legislatively or administratively, to modifying the
existing regulatory structure in a \·my which would improve the
climate for beneficial technological change. There is a need .
to develop predictive methodologies which would permit the
determination of adverse consequences in advance of the
promulgation of regulations. The data base on regulatory
impact has not been ~ufficient to provide clear directions to
regulatory reformers. Recent studies indicate that some reforn1
. ideas may not be ·t·1ell founded, and also that some conventional
't>"isdom may be more myth than fact. (See, for example, the
forthcoming report for ETIP, Analysis of the Dynamics Underlying
Regulatory Chages having a Significant Effect on Innovation,
Charles River Associates).. Fortunately, both the Administration
and the leading Congressional reform bills call for a timetable
specifying data g.:;tthering lending to regulatory changes by 19DO.
Hence, it is critical that more objective information be gathered
p.nd analyzed as soon as possible. To some extent, knm·7ledge
about the process of regulatory modification and the resulting
impact can only come through experimentation with careful
evaluation.
possible Actions:
(a) Under OSTP leadership, recommend modifications to 1 those
~egulations and existing Policies of regulatory
ag~ncies \vhich inhibit innovation.
Specifically:

(

l.

Encourage further selected, intensive studies on
;r~gulatory impact such as the Council on Hage and
price Stability, Productivity Commission sponsored
'vork on the steel industry.

2.

Cortduct comprehensive study revie'tvs of general
regulatory impact, at least to ascertain the extent
to 'tvhich current literature is accurate.
.

)
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(
3.

Design and implement regulatory policy experiments
through ETIP and other sources in as many regulatory
areas as are feasible, keeping in mind the need to
f~shion a general change model.

4.

Integrate and coordinate current government and
private sector regulatory reform efforts.

These actions could provide large benefits to society at large
at little cost. Studies and experiments are called for since
it is not known conclusively \vhether re.gulations on the whole
have had a net positive or negative effect on innovation. It
would be instructive to identify the characteristics of
regulations and the regulatory process which have been found
to be beneficial, to serve as a guide for future action. OSTP
could drmv on the resources of several agencies, and would be
in a position to bring the reco~~endations to the attention of
high-level policy-makers.

(

On the other hand, there \vould probably be opposition by
affected interest groups. Most regulatory policy changes
\vould require Congressional approval. Some ·would claim that
enough is knot·m about the shortcomings of regulations and the
regulatory process nmv that remedial actions could be taken
\·1ithout the need for additional studies.

,"'
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*1'"TREASURY
Issue:

INITIATIVES FOR NEH TECHNICAL ENTERPRISES
INDIRECT FINANCIAL AID

The number of innovative technology-based companies
that have started recently is much less than a few
years ago.

Background and Analysis: In 1972, there were over 400 smallcompany public issues of \vhich approximately a quarter were for
small technical companies. New small-technical-company issues
(for companies w·ith net worth of less than $5 r.tillion) amounted
to $349 million in 1969, $6 million in ·1974, $10 million in 1975,
and -- with the improvement in the stock market -- $15 million
in the first two months of 1976. Some of the decrease may be due
to the two recessions since 1969; the reduced procurement by DoD
and NASA for products embodying advanced technology; and the
fundamental problems of inflation and capital shortages. Hhatever the reasons for the decrease, it must be of uppermost concern
because small technical enterprises have traditionally been the
source of innovative and competitive vigor of the economy on both
the domestic and international fronts. Rise of small and
successful technical enterprises is also a very important part of
the ".t~.merican opportunity image" wbich is of great socio-political
value to our system.
Several possible options exist for stimulating the formation of
new technology enterprises.
Possible action:. The Departnent through ETIP should conduct
studies ·with the Department of Treasury and the Securities and
Exchange Commission, and make recommendations to the President
one year after initiation of the studies on the following possible
measures:
(a) The Federal Government provides guarantees for up to 50
percent of loans granted by SBIC's or other financial
institutions to new technology-based enterprises.
This type of policy is in wide use abroad, especially in
Japan. Though a recent study for NBS/ETIP by the Charles
River Associates argues that our small, technology-based
firms currently depend almost entirely on equity as a source
of funds, there is no reason to believe that they \·lOuld not
change their pattern of financing if the availability of
loan funds were improved.
(b)

Provide more generous capital gains tax treatment to
new technical enterprises.

Preferential tax treatment can be justified if it

.-~·~r:l

be
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determined that structural changes in investment conditions
have caused a relatively greater increase in the levels of
risk associated with investments in small technology-based
firms. The Horse Report for DoC/CTAB makes this assertion.
The question is, however, whether this policy \vould generate
sufficiently large funds .to make the difference or some other
policy, such as reduction of the enterprises taxes, -,;v-ould
do this better. The Charles River study for NBS/ETIP, estimated through a sensitivity analysis that a 10 percent reduction in the capital gains tax vJOuld, at most, increase
the flow of venture capital by 10 percent. This could mean
additional financing for only about 25 additional firms
per year.
(c) Allow Small Business Investment Corporations to be
incorporated under Subchapter S or to be organiz
as partnerships so losses can be taken at the individual level.
This measure would undoubtedly promote SBIC investment in
new technical enterprises, but also lead to some speculative
excesses.
(d) Provide for greater liquidit:: of small technical
enterprises by (1) broadening SEC Rule 144 or 237
to allow a larger fraction of securities held to be
~old in each six-month period, (2) SEC allowing the
~arketing of unregistered stock on a less restrictive
basis, and (3) IRS allowing "good willn to be written
p~f ~n merger accounting before tax rather than
after tax.
Reduced liquidity prevents the venture capitalist from turning
over his portfolio of small firms at an optimum rate, whether
the objective is to maximize a profit or minimize a loss.
~he constraint on the liquidity of an equity investment (the
pp.ly type of investment which is relevant for small techp.o~ogy~based firms) results from SEC Rule 144.
This rule
~vas instituted to protect investors from unstable "new issues"
markets. It is ironic that reduced liquidity can itself be
~ ~estabi!iz~ng force.

It is not clear that this action 'tvould permit increased
liquidity and at the same time maintain protection of
investors. Indeed, the policy might be conducive to a large
incidence of issuance of fraudulent securities and/or
artificial inflation of net worth of speculative enterprises
exactly the kind of phenomena \vhich the SEC and IRS regulations in question are intended to prevent.
(e) Provide for more favorable stock option incentives
to founders and key personnel of ner.v technical enterprises by (1) increasing the qualified options time
from the current five to ten years, and (2) postponing the tax on income derived from the exercise of
nonqualified options until the shares have been sold
rather than paying the tax at the time the option
is exercised.
A serious shortage of capital has been experienced by individuals and organizations looking for seed money or "start
upn capital. Due to inflation and increased regulation,
start-ups require more money that 't·Jas needed five to eight
years ago. It is therefore even more important today than
in the past to provide strong incentives for starting up neH
technical enterprises.
·
Though it is nqt clear that more liberal founder stock
options providing longer term equity investments v1on' t
dilute the expected rate of return for other investors,
especially venture capitalists, the option probably merits
serious consideration.
(f) IRS to make investments in nev7 technology-based
enterprises (by individuals, institutions and
corporate entities) tax deductible until the
investments are sold, analogous to certain real
estate transactions.
This \vould greatly reduce the risk of the investments and,
hence, greatly increase the flm·7 of investible funds into
such ventures.
However, the policy 'tvould entirely remove "dollar control"
of the quality of the enterprises to be created, since all
failures would be paid for by the taxpayer.
(g) IRS to provide for a graduated corporate income tax
rate structure to benefit new technology-based
enterprises.

'

This policy would facilitate internal generation of liquid
funds at the time 't;vhen the attraction of outside capital
needed for expansion is most difficult. Moreover, the policy
would be consistent ·o:;.;ith the overall philosophy of U.S.
society underlying the "progressive" income tax structure.
The foregoing analysis suggests that the most promising
options for the purpose are (a), (e) and (g).

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
Issue:

U.S. trade interests are likely to suffer unless U.S.
is effective in development of international standards.

Background and Analysis: The·rapid growth of technology has
resulted in the proliferation of foreign national standards \,7hich
may form technical barriers to international trade of U.S. products.
For example, different standards for s-v;reep and timing in TV
receivers require costly modification of U.S.-made TV's before
they can be sold in Europe; hence, U.S. exports of TV's to
Europe are negligible.
The development of international standards to reduce the incidence
of standards-related trade barriers is accelerating, yet there is
a need for at least 10,000 more such standards. The increasing
likelihood of national adoption of these international standards
could prove troublesome for U.S. export (and import) interests
such standards are incompatible with U.S. standards and engineering
practices. International standards can become referenced in
foreign government regulations and government procurement
ecifications. The proposed GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade) Standards Code "tvould give added impetus to national adoption
.of international standards. Their adoption by developing countries
is especially probabl~. A preliminary study by the National
Bureau of Standards found that 52 percent of U.S. exports are
highly sensitive to product standards.
Our principle trading competitors. are devoting considerable
resources to ensuring the compatibility of in.ternational standards
with their o~m engineering practices. The Japanese government
provides 100 percent of the income of the Japanese member of the
principal international standards-writing organization (the International Organization for Standardization); the French Government
provides about 50 percent. The U.S. Government neither
financially supports the U.S. member (the American National
Standards Institute) nor officially recognizes it for this
important responsibility.
Possible actions:
(a) Support Title II (International Standardization) of the
Voluntary Standards and Certification Act of 1976 (S.3555).
Title II provides a frarne\vork to strengthen U.S. effectiveness
in international standardization activities. This bill will
probably be reintroduced next year. In testimony on this bill
in June, the Department indicated support for the concept of
Title II but indicated that its provisions should be carefully
analyzed and redrafted to reflect criticisms directed at an
earlier bill (S. 1761, the "International Voluntarv
Standards Cooperation Act of 1973") on this
" ·

'

subject. Continued support of the thrust of Title II, with the
above reservations, is merited. Hmvever, the Department should
ensure that such support does not imply agreement with other
provisions of this Bill. Depending upon the eventual content of
Title II, or comparable legislation, some opposition from
private sector standards interests may be forthcoming.
Alternatively,
S. 3555 is not reintroduced next session,
the Department could prepare and submit legislation on
international standardization, taking into account past
bills and testimony on the subject, including Title II of
s. 3555.
(b) Propose a joint Federal/private
U.S. needs in the international
existing measures to meet these
action plan to meet unfulfilled

sector study to identify
standards area, assess
needs and prepare an
needs.

Gaining the positive cooperation of key private sector standards
interests 'i.vould be important. This could prove difficult in vie"t·l
of limited resources in both the Federal and private sectors, and
the possible fear by private sector standards interests that
such an effort couldbecome a forerunner of unuanted Federal
interference in U.S. participation in non-treaty intcrnaticn~l
standards organizations. In: any event, the identification of
specific problem areas is a necessary step in an atte~pt to
strengthen U.S. effectiveness in international standards
activities. The Secretary could call upon the Interagency
Committee on Standards Policy to consider such a study and to
explore its possible implementation with the private sector.

(
.H1PROVED EXPORT CONTROL OF DESIGN
AND HANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

Issue:

There is no Government.Department responsible for the
assessment of foreign technology developments in noncommunist countries. Consequently, present export
controls inadequately protect national security and
economic interests involving critical design and
manufacturing technology.
·

Background and Analysis: Current policies related to international
technology trade are based upon the dominant U.S. position at the
end of Horld \-Jar II. Because of its significant technological
lead, the U.S. was able to impose restrictions not only on U.S.
exports but also those of our allies to co~unist countries. The
export of military equipment and all coiT~ercial products capable
of producing military equipment, as well as related technical data,
was prohibited to communist countries.
Although the 1969 revisions of the Export Control Act required
controls to be removed from products available from other foreign
countries, there ~;as no office established to assess technology
developments in non-communist countries in order to determine
what modifications should be made in the U.S. control lists.
Consequently, policies and procedures have continued to concentrate
on the restriction of technological products which are not only
available from foreign countries, but Hhich have little significant military value to the USSR. ·
This lack of foreign technology assessment also led to the formulation of international trade policy negotiations 't,:hich did not
adequately provide access to foreign markets for U.S. technological
products. Along with misdirected U.S. export promotion guidance,
many U.S. manufacturers had no alternative to the sale or licensing
of their technology in order to gain access to these growing
foreign markets. Additionally, unilateral U.S. export restrictions
on shipment of technological products to co~~unist countries
have increased the pressure on U.S. manufacturers to produce
outside of the U.S. to gain some share of the more rapidly growing
communist markets.

(

The lack of control over critical design and manufacturing technology to any foreign destination has reduced the ability of the
U.S. to maintain its technological superiority over the USSR.
The unnecessary restrictions on U.S. exports of .technological
products to communist countries have reduced U.S. emplo)~ent
in industries which are also facing reduced military requirements.

,

(
An element in the technology ex?ort control problem is the
question of \·Jhether it is in the long. term interest of· the United
States to freely export technology, per se, as distinct from the
export of products emobdying technology. It has been alleged
that the export of technology, per se, to be used in foreign
activities competitive \vith U.S. activities results in the loss
of U.S. product exports, the \oJorsening of our balance of payments,·
and an increase in U.S. unemployment ..
Possible actions:
(a) Establish within the Office of Science and Technology a
capability for the assessment .of technoloey developments
in non-communist countries based upon information available from government and industry sources.

(

There are presently various uncoordinated activities by U.S.
military, intelligence and other government agencies related
to the collection of technical information outside of the U.S.
Simultaneously, all U.S. manufacturers actively engaged in exporting
are continuously assessing foreign narket potentials and their
competitors. lfuile some opposition might arise to this new role
for the Commerce Department. such an assessment capability SO"J!ev7here in the Government is required by the Export Ac1.-ninistration
Act.
(b) Recommend that the Department of Defense be required to
provide a continuing technical assessment of its po
ion
vis-a-vis the USSR and to identify for the Conmerce Department those areas of com:.-nercial technology \vhich should
be controlled in f:ome manner to all foreign destinations.
Present U.S. export controls are administered by the Co~merce and
State Departments, both of \·7hom consult with the Department of·
Defense as to possible military or other strategic implications.
There is no requirement, however, for the Defense Department to
provide policy guidance in advance so that Com.'Tierce and State
policies and procedures for U.S. manufacturers and exporters are
rnaintained on the basis of current and future technological
trends. One of the reco~rnendations of the recent study by the
Defense Science Board 'ivas that such a continuing responsibility
should be established within the Defense Department, but there
has not yet been endorsement of such action by any other Department or the President.
(c) Initiate the establishment of a joint Government/Industry

(

1'ask Force to undertake a 1-year revieH of the entire
export control system, as nandatcd by the Export Administration Act, in order to provide guidance for future
legislation and policy actions.
. ·"

,

(
Various studies have been undertaken in recent years related to
different phases of the technology control or transfer problem ..
None of them, hm.;ever, have been specifically created as part of
a planned policy revie1;-1 and implementation process by the
Executive Branch of Government.
(d) Hake all exports from the U.S. of technology, per se,
(data and know-how related to the design and/or production of specific products or processes) subject to
Government approval (license) based on the potential
contribution to the U.S. balance of payments, employmerlt
opportunities, national security and the country's
responsibilities for the political, strategic, and
.economy interests of the international community.
This action would be aimed at minimizing any loss of U.S. product
exports and jobs associated with the accelerated buildup of foreign
competition with U.S. technology. It 1:-7ould meet l;vith opposition
by U.S. multinationals, and could result in economic and political
retaliation by affected foreign governments.

(
NOTE:

An issue paper with another perspective on this question has
been included under the Domestic and International Business
Administration items.

'
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TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT OF LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
Issue:

The less-developed countries (LDC's) of the world often
called "Third Horld Countries," make urgent claims upon
the United States and other highly industrialized
countries for assistance in industrializing their
economies. ~~at actions should the Federal Government
take in response?

Background and Analysis: Since Horld vlar II, the United States
has contributed technical and financial assistance to the nations
of the Third Horld. This assistance has many forms: financial
grants, technical advice, training in U.S. universities, funding
for multilateral agencies (such as the United Nations Development
Program, the tvorld Bank, the International :t-!onetary Fund, the
InterArnerican Bank, and others), provision of food, the Peace
Corps, and research in American institutions to solve technical
problems of the Third 1;.Jorld. As the· economies of the other
industrialized countries improved, they too become major contributors to the .,.vorld'>·7ide assistance program. At the present, many
Western European countries contribute a substantially larger share
of their GNP to Third World development than does the United
·
·States. Substantial though the total assistance effort may be,
_the less-developed count:!:"ies say it is not enough and virogously
·demand the creation of a "New Economic Order," in which their
share of the world's goods will be larger.
A major feature of these demands is improved access to commercially important technology on terms more favorable to their
industrial firms than has been customary in the past. They
demand that the U.S. GoverThuent regulate the behavior of U.S.
industrial firms engaged in international trade; that the U.S.
Government devote a certain fraction of its R&D expenditures
to solution of LDC problems; that the U.S. increase its funding
fo~ financial and technical assistance that will help develop the
"<technological infrastructure of the LDC's; and that the U.S.
Government make American technology readily available. Some of
the actions requested are not '>vithin the authority of the U.S.
Government, under present law, to grant. Others would require
Congressional action on appropriations that are probably
politically unacceptable. However, some new Federal actions could
help the LDC' s progress tmvard their technological goals, improve
.the international political climate and help develop mutually
profitable trading partnerships between the U.S. and the
LDC's.

Possible actions:
(a) Participate more actively in the international effort to
develop a mutually agreeable "Code of Behavior" for
multinational corporations, and to encourage multinational corporations to invest in LDC's.
Success in reaching a mutually agreeable code would reduce the
acrimonious tone of many governmental and non-governmental
negotiations, promote international trade, and heighten international cooperation in other fields. However, if agreement is
really impossible because of irreconcilable differences in
philosophy, continued discussion of the issues, particularly with
the U.S. Government as an active participant, could exacerbate
already difficult relationships.
(b) Hork 'tvith the Department of State to organize additional
U.S./LDC joint commissions for economic and technological
collaboration.
Such commissions provide a framev10rk on which an action program
can be based; that is, they are a mechanism for identifying .
projects of joint interest and for carrying them out. Exper~ence
with the commissions established so far is not encouraging; they
are slow, bound up in red tape, and not action-oriented. Before
initiating any new commissions, 1;•7e must learn how to make the
existing ones more effective.
(c) Participate with the Department of State in organ~z~ng
consortia of' developed countries to participate jointly
in commission-type programs for economic and social
development -v1i th specific LDC' s.
Such a commission 'tvould share the total effort among several
countries and might produce innovative ideas for development.
On the other hand, reaching agreement in a finite time among the
participating developed countries on how to share costs and benefits vlOuld be nearly impossible, and such a commission would
certainly be more cumbersome and slmver to act than a bilateral
commission.
(d) Cooperate 'tvith the Departments of State and Treasury in
working through the World Bank to plan and execute the
industrial development of Third World countries.
The \Vorld Bank is a highly respected, effective organization and
its intervention \vould be well-received. Hmvever, the resources
of the 1-Jorld Bank are already fully committed; the management of
the Bank \vould say that they already assist economic development
through their loan programs and the most urgent need is additional
capital for investment; and U.S. priorities would be only one set
among many that 't·JOuld be considered by the Bank.

,

(e) Hork with theD!!partment of State to expand the level of
support for technological development in traditional ways.
The many existing channels for technological support, while not
efficient, are in place and can be used readily. This option
might also prove the least expensive for the U.S. Hmvever,
support for technological development is given a low priority
in the programs of the existing channels, particularly in U.S.
AID, where technological development is not one of the areas
specified by Congress for AID action. Further, the traditional
multilateral mechanisms have not demonstrated high effectiveness
in such projects.
(f) Promote mutually advantageous coo~eration in industrial
R&D not being pursued by U.S. private interests.
Duplication of expensive projects could be minimized, while the
U.S. could get some return from possibly unique resources (climate,
minerals, skills) in the LDC. On the other hand, choice of projects
to satisy all conditions could be difficult; to avoid conflict
with U.S. private interests, the projects chosen could be expensive or those with low probability of success.
(g) Assist technological infrastructure development in
LDC's.
·Relatively small_U.S. resource? of money and manpower are
required, while the ability of LDC's to undertake many kinds of
technological enterprise is substantially enhanced. At the
same time establishment of broad infrastructure may divert LDC
resources from practical •projects \vith more i:m..'llediate pay-off.

I

KEY ISSUES •
Title:

Environmental Energy Conservation in Industry

Background: The oil embargo of late 1973 emphasized the
importance and need for energy conservation in the United
States. Since the industrial sector accounts for about 40
percent of the total domestic energy consumed, the U.S.
Department of Commerce, coordinating with the Federal Energy
Administration, launched a voluntary energy conservation
program. The two agencies initially met with representatives
of the six largest energy-consuming industries, and later with
representatives of other energy-intensive industries to encourage
the development and adoption of energy conservation programs.
During these meetings, top-level private management contended
that pollution control requirements limited energy conservation
efforts in two respects. First, pollution control facilities
consume considerable amounts of energy; secondly,· such facilities
preempt capital that would othenvise be used for energy-savings
investment. To investigate these assertions, the Office of
Environmental Affairs initiated a series of studies to determine·
the amounts of energy required by each m.:1jo~ energy-intensive
industry to implement existing Federal, State, ·and local pollution
control laws. These studies will establish the relationships
among environmental quality, energy conservation, and the
associated economic costs.
Issue: Industry, ~vhich utilizes more than 40% of the energy
consumed in this country, has contended that substantial amounts
of energy are required for environmental control purposes, and
that the needed additional capital for future environmental
control preempts capital that could othe~vise be used for
energy-savings investment.
At question is the optimum balance of several National objectives,
maintenance and enhancement of our environment, the conservation
of energy resources, and the promotion of a secbnd economy,
as they relate to industry.
Analysis: The first energy/environmental study addressed the
iron and steel industry and was completed in 1976. This study
revealed that achievement of existing environmental standards
for air, water, and solid wastes would increase energy

consumption by approximately 10% of the total 1972 industry
use, or 323 trillion BTU's, based.on 1972 production levels.
This is equivalent to 161,000 barrels per day of oil.
Preliminary findings in other energy-intensive industries
under study -- primary aluminum, and fossil fuel power plants
indicate consumption percentage figures of similar magnitude.
Studies of the pulp and paper industry and the petroleum
refining industry are currently being undertaken.
A second phase of studies, already begun for the iron and steel
industry, is designed to provide the necessary information on
specific technological options for controlling pollution in
the above-named energy-intensive industries. The objective of
. this further analysis is to assist indu'stry and government in
identifying desirable technical remedies to reduce the amount of
energy used for pollution control in an environmentally,
economically, and legally acceptable manner. The information
developed in the entire study series will assist in a possible
formulation/reformulation of Federal environmental regulations,
and the establishment of industrial energy conservation program
targets.
Schedule: The energy/environmental analysis of each industry
listed belm·J comprises two phases. A phase 1 study is to develop
and quantify the extent of energy use associated with existing
pollution control regulations and identify energy-related research
needs. A phase 2 study completes the specific industry analysis
by quantitatively examining the technologically feasible tradeoffs
among environmental protection, energy conservation, and economic
welfare 'tvhile maintaining environmental quality.
Iron and Steel Industry
Phase I Study Completed-------------------1st
Phase 2 Analysis Study Estimated
Completion (ASEC)-----------------------2nd
Fossil Fuel, Steam Electric Generating
Industry
Phase 1 Study Estimated Completion--------4th
Phase 2 ASEC------------------------------3rd
Pulp and Paper Industry
Phase 1 Study Estimated Completion--------1st
Phase 2 ASEC------------------------------3rd
Aluminum Industry
Phase 1 Study Estimated Completion--------1st
Phase 2 ASEC------------------------------3rd
Petroleum Refining Industry
Phase 1 & 2 Estimated Completion----------4th

Quarter 1976
Quarter 1977
Quarter 1976
Quarter 1978
Quarter 1977
Quarter 1978
Quarter 1977
Quarter 1977
Qua;:. t~r 1977
., .... r.u

_/'"~-;
'•.;;
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESS!-IENT PROCEDURES
FOR
INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS
Background:
Section 102(2) (c) of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) of 1969 requires the preparation of an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for "major Federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment."
Five years of experience \V'i th the NEPA p~ocess have
revealed major shortcomings which require careful diagnosis
and correction. It has become clear that EIS's are not sufficiently useful to decisionmakers and are frequently considered
more of a procedural requirement than a substantive input to the
decisionmaking process. Horeover, the information sought for
inclusion is that which is thought to be needed in making a
specific Federal decision. Hmvever, most projects involve a
series of decisions made by private individuals, business firms,
and local and state agencies, long before the project comes up
for Federal decision. During this time, the project usually
gains considerable momentum, and possibly more effective and
desirable alternative options are foregone without the benefit
of the information and public participation involved in ~~e
Federal EIS process.
Issue:
Is the present format of the Federal EIS process adequate
to utilize the Federal information and expertise in environmental,
economic, and other considerations related to the initiation of
the major Federal action?
Analysis of Issue:
A study has been undertaken to evaluate the impact of
EIS's on private and governmental decisionmaking. This study
involves an analysis of representative case studies, the
development of prescriptive procedures, and suggested improved
institutional arrangements.
This study has been undertaken in the fourth quarter of
1976.
Schedule:
Study completion • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2nd Quarter 1977

I

IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND
REGULATIONS ON COST AND RATE OF DEVELOPMENT AND
TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY

Background: It has been asserted that the adoption of environmental laws and regulations leads to accelerated development of
the technology needed to implement the laHs and regulations.
At the same time, however, it has been alleged that the premature
enforcement of such la-tvs and regulations frequently leads to
narrowing, or even eliminating, options for development of the
best total technology from the standpoint of cost effectiveness
or energy efficiency.
Issue: Does the passage of environmental laws and promulgation
of regulations requiring emission levels more stringent than those
achievable by existing best practicable technology within an
arbitrary time period lead to an optimum technology?
Analysis: This issue is of major importance both in terms of
assuring that the Nation's environmental goals are achieved
in the most effective manner, and also in assuring that the
long-te-rm effect::; of environ.uental L:i.HS and regulations are
· not counter-productive to their stated objectives •.
Schedule: A study will be initiated in Fiscal 1977 to develop
·a model for predicting the possible impacts of proposed laws
and regulations on the development, transfer and application of
such technology.
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Office of Product Standards
Key Issue No. 1
lNPLEHENTATION OF POLICY PRINCIPLES TO BE FOLLOWED
UNIFORHLY BY ALL FEDERAL AGENCIES WORKING HITH
NON-FEDERAL STANDARDS-SETTING BODIES
Background:
The Interagency Committee on Standards Policy (ICSP) ~-1as established by
charter of the Secretary of Commerce on April 1, 1975. It is chaired by
the Director of Commerce's Office of Product Standards. Its purpose is
to facilitate the effective participation by the Federal Government in
domestic and international standards activities, and to promote the
development of uniform policies among agencies participating in these
activities.
The establishment and application of appropriate standards for the
characteristics or performance of goods and processes can contribute
significantly to national and international prosperity, economic growth,
and public health and safety. A well-considered Federal standards policy
reflecting the public interest can expedite the development and adoption
of standards v7hich ~-1ill stimulate competition, promote innovation, and
protect the public safety and welfare. Additionally, a well-implemented
Federal national standards policy would promote national defense objectives,
reduce costs, and expand domestic as well as international trade.

/
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After more than one year of deliberations the ICSP has developed a set
of policy principles aimed at achieving the objectives described above,
and has fo~~arded them through the Secretary of Commerce to the Office
of Management and Budget (m1B) 't-7:i:th the request that they be issued as
an OMB Circular directive. Issuance of that Circular is expected to
occur in December 1976.
Issue:
~ccordance with the proposed OMB directive the Director of the Office
Product Standards (OPS), responsive to the committee's decisions, is
charged with the responsibility for coordinating the actions of the 22
~ember departments and agencies of the ICSP in implementing the policy
principles. As part of such implementation the actions of the member
~epartments and agencies are to be monitored and OMB kept advised
periodically so that any deviations from the policies may be acted
1,1pon as appropriate. The policy principles will establish uniform
practices and procedures for all Executive Branch agencies working with
commercial (non-Federal) standards-setting bodies to develop, improve
~nd use standards for materials, products, systems and services.
Federal
r~1iance upon the principles will lead to reduction of the cost of developing standards and minimize confusion among those who deal 't-7ith them.

;I:n

Q~

~tudies are underway to determine the possible impact of the proposed
CATT (General Agreement for Tariff and Trade) Standards Code dealing
with standardization in the private sector as well as the Federal Goverment~ both in the United States and abroad.
Standards can be employed

,

as non-tariff barriers to trade. The GATT is intended to avoid the
imposition of such barriers. The GATT Standards Code will affect the
activities of many Federal agencies and State and local government
instrumentalities that tvrite standards~ prescribe test methods, or
certify the conformity of products with standards. OPS is directly
involved in the study involving the prospective impact of the Code on
Federal Government agencies, and indirectly through its chairmanship
of the Interagency Committee on Standards Policy (ICSP) is concerned
with the study on the impact of the Code on State and local governments.
In each situation OPS will be seeking to promote an efficient and effective
international standards system which would broadly meet the objectives of
the proposed GATT Code while optimizing economic benefits for the United
States.
Schedule:
The issuance of the OMB Circular establishing the uniform, Federal Government-wide policies relative to participation in domestic and international
standards activities is expected to occur in December 1976. Plans for
implementation of that directive have been indicated by OPS and are already
undenvay. Implementation guidelines are expected to be completed by
February 1977 and each agency is expected to be publishing its respective
implementation procedures with a month or so thereafter. The monitoring
function 'tvill begin at about the same time that the guidelines are completed.
This function will continue on an indefinite basis, \vith periodic reports
being made to OMB together with recommendations for actions that may need'
to be taken if any of the concerned departments or agencies appear to be
deviating substantially from the policies set forth in the o~m directive.

I
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Office of Product Standards
Key Issue No. 2

NATIONAL VOLUNTARY LABORATORY
ACCREDITATION PROGRAM
Background:
The national need to accredit testing laboratories that evaluate products for
conformance to standards was the topic of a 1970 conference convened by the
National Bureau of Standards. An ad hoc committee selected by that conference
developed a concept of a voluntary laboratory accreditation program. This
concept received a broad informal revie\'1 during 1972. In April 1973 the
National Business Council for Consumer Affairs, in its publication, "Safety in
the lvlarketplace", recommended that the Secretary of Commerce study the merits
of establishing a quasi-public national laboratory accreditation board. In
response to a request for views on the need for legislation to establish a
national laboratory accreditation program, the Department, in April 1974,
advised Senator Magnuson, Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, that the
Department was considering the establishment of such a program under its existing authority. The Department promulgated proposed procedures for the National
Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (~¥LAP) in May 1975. In response to
extensive comment received in two public hearings and in correspondence, the
proposed procedures were revised and were made effective as Title 15, CFR, Part
7 on February 25, 1976. These procedures were incorporated into Title III,
Senate Bill S 3555, \'lhich was introduced in June 1976 but not acted upon by the
74th Congress. A major difference of this legislation would require all Federal
agencies having need for formal qualification of testing laboratories to utilize
~/LAP services and those laboratories accredited under its procedures.
Issue:
Product testing laboratories in the United States number in the thousands. ~1any
private organizations and governmental agencies have initiated laboratory inspec:tion and test sample audit programs. Generally, these programs operate indepenpently, and use \ddely varying criteria and methodologies. Approval of a
laboratory under one jurisdiction does not guarantee approval by another. A
pational system for testing laboratory accreditation is urgently needed to coor~inate existing efforts, to provide for uniform national recognition with reduced
~uplication of assessment activity, to increase competition among qualified
l~boratories, and to promote needed assurance for users of testing laboratory
~ervices.
Internationally, importing nations increasingly require some form of
national recognition and accreditation of testing laboratory services. There is
widespread interest in a national system among Federal and state agencies,
~ongress, professional and trade associations, major industries, laboratories,
~mall businesses and individuals.
Benefits will accrue to laboratories, standards
writing bodies, Federal and state agencies and other users of laboratory services.
~everage derives from potential legislative alternatives, from interest in
~eregulation, from users increasingly seeking "nationally recognized" labora:tories, and from states seeking harmonization of programs that impact upon inter?1:ate commerce.

.2

Analysis of Issue:
effective national sys.tem cannot be achieved without Federal Government
participation. The Federal Government is a major initiator and user of
laboratory assessment activity. The Federal Government is the only authority
that can act legally to promote cooperation and coordination of states'
interest in removing barriers to interstate trade. With Federal participation,
the national system can facilitate due process in accreditation matters and
help ensure that the system does not hinder trade. DoC has the confidence of
and long-term relationship ldth industry, trade and standards associations,
business and technical societies to promote a national system for laboratory
accreditation, and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has the broad
technical base to assist DoC regarding test method technology and laboratory
evaluation activity.
An

For these reasons, the DoC has promulgated ~~LAP. In accordance with its
procedures (15, CFR, Part 7) and in cooperation with government and private
sectors, ~~LAP will establish laboratory accreditation programs (LAPs) in
specific product areas. Thereafter, NVLAP will examine· upon request the
professional and technical competence of public and private testing laboratories
that serve such product evaluation and certification needs, and will accredit
those laboratories which meet the qualification requirements established. ~~LAP
will be reimbursed by fees for direct costs of examinations.
Under NVLAP procedures, potential LAP product areas are presented to the Secretary
for his consideration by interested parties. The Secretary determines, after
consultation with affected interests and public review (including hearings, if
rcqucstfld), that a product a!·ea needs a laboratory accreditation program (LAP).
If a LAP request is believed to affect an existing or developing program of a
Federal regulatory agency, the Secretary must seek the views of the head of that
agency. For each LAP initiated an appointed advisory committee of government and
private members recommends evaluation criteria and methodology> subject to public
review and the Secretary's approvaL During development and public revie1v a LAP
will receive input and cooperative support from affected Federal and state
agencies and private sector interests.
After promulgation of final criteria for a LAP, interested laboratories apply for
accreditation and pay established fees for examination and periodic audit. As
each LAP is established, it will be supported by appropriated and/or other agency
funds and grants and then will obtain self-support through fees charged for
laboratory examination services. NBS provides technical, advisory, and occasional
supporting services and is responsible for provision of qualified laboratory
examination services, primarily by contract to qualified private individuals or
firms. Other governmental and private agencies will be sources for required
technical expertise. The Office of Product Standards (OPS) provides policy g~id
ance and administrative support. A self-sustaining NVLAP is envisioned by 1985.
Schedule:
Tile planned schedule ()f

FY:

77

$236K

'

78

$990K

resour~e

79
$1000K

committment to NVLAP is:

80
$1000K

81
$1000K

··sz thru 84
Self support from fees increases
to $900K

-

.3

The planned schedule of NVLAP events is:
Establish NVLAP priority schedule for initiation of
requested LAPs,* and publish in Federal Register
preliminary finding of need for first LAP

.1st Quarter
'77

Conduct public hearing, analyze oral and \ITi tten
comment, publish final finding of need; establish
criteria committee for first L\P ·

2nd Quarter
'77

Publish in Federal Register, proposed criteria and
schedule of fees for first LAP

3rd Quarter
'77

Publish in Federal Register, final criteria and
fees for first LAP after conduct of hearing and
analysis of comment; first LAP becomes operational

4th Quarter
'77

Dependent upon availability of resources as indicated above, t\~o or more LAPs
can be sequentially initiated, developed and made operational in each following
year.
*Appendix:
Request for LAPs received or in process as of November

,..,

J.. I >

1976
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Requests for Laboratory Accreditation Program
Received or in Process
Source Organization

·Product Area

Status

Testing of Thermal
Insulation Material

Thermal Insulation ~!anufacturers
Association, National Mineral Wool
Insulation Association, National
Cellulose Insulation Manufacturers
Association

Preliminary request received, formal
request expected December, 1976

Testing of COJ).C':ctc

National Rcauy-r.Ux Concrete
Association

Preliminary reque!it recei. ved. formal
request expected December, 1976

Calibration of Power,
Attenuation and
Impedance Devices

Weinschcl Engineering

Preliminary request received, formal
request expected December, 1976

Testing of Processed
Fish Products

· National Marine Fisheries Service

Inspection Testing of
Electrical Power
Distribution Systems

Natlonal I!lectrical Testing
A~socintion,

Incorpor~tcd

Preliminary request received, formal
request expected December, 1976 ·
Preliminary request received, formal
. request expected ,January, 1977

Testing Solar
Collectors

Energy Research and Development
Administration and the Depn.rtmcnt
of Housing and Urban Development

Request from Energy Rcsearch.and
Development Administration and the
Dcp;n~tmcnt of llous.lng and Urban Dcvel ~.
opmont is being drafted

Testing of Home
Building Products

Federal Housing Administration,
Department of Housing and Urban
Development

Discussions underNay at the request
of the FilA Commissioner

.

I

,I
'

.

.
'

Testing of Waste
Water

Metropolitan Sanitary District
of Greater Chicago

Formal request received~ DoC is
determining the disposition of the
U. S. Environmental Protection
Administration in accordance with the
Program Procedures

Testing of Household
Electronic Devices

Rothenbuhler Engineering

Preliminary request received and
under analysis

.

'

'
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Office of Product Standards
Key Issue No. 3
INSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL VOLUNTARY CONSU~ffiR
PRODUCT INFO&~TION LABELING PROGRAM
Background:
In a Federal Register notice on May 25, 1976 (Vol. 41, No. 102,
pp. 21389-21394) the Department. of Commerce announced the intention to develop, in cooperation with consumers, manufacturers,
producers, distributors, retailers, and other interested groups,
a voluntary consQ~er Rroduct information labeling program,
provided that substantial need and support for such a program
would be demonstrated at three public hearings which later \•Tere
held in Washington, Chicago, and Los Angeles. The purpose
the
program is to facilitate consumer purchasing decisions by making
available at the point of sale comparative information on key
product performance characteristics and to provide manufacturers
an opportunity to convey to the public the particular advantages
of their products. The hearings and supplemental statements
which were received indicated support for the program from consumers and small manufacturers. Larger manufacturers, particularly
home appliance manufacturers, opposed the program; however,
recently, the latter group has indicated that it may support the
program provided it is given an opportunity to participate as
members (along \vith representatives of consumer and other groups)
of zm advisory cc:r;-.mittee ;v-hich would establish the criteria to be
employed (a) in making a finding of need to establish a specification for labeling a consumer-product, and (b) in developing performance information labeling specifications. It is planned to
establish such a committee and to provide for a broad spectrum
of interests, including the heavy appliance manufacturers, in
its membership.
Issue:
At least eight European countries -- Denmark, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, France, West Germany, Netherlands and Switzerland -are operating voluntary national information labeling programs
that provide consumers with the type of information discussed
above. These programs have four features in common:
1.

Manufacturer participation is on a voluntary basis.

2.

The programs report levels of performance but do not
set minimum levels.

3.

The programs deal principally with measurable performance characteristics.

4.

The programs utilize fixed labeling formats that
present information to consumers in simplified form.

2.

A proposed Department of Co~~erce program has been designed so
as to have the same four features. It would be managed by the
Office of Product Standards. Technical support would be furnished
by the National Bureau of Standards. A schedule of fees would be
established and charges made for u::;e of the Department of
Commerce Label and Mark (\·lhich is to be registered as a trademark in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office) on each product.
The fees will be paid into a revolving fund of the National
Bureau of Standards, as qUthorized by statute, and shall be in
amounts calculated to maximize the self-sufficiency of the operation of the program. An a~tive program of co~~unication with
appropriate State and local government offices and agencies will
b\9 established and maintained so as to promote uniformity in
State 1 local and Federal programs for the labeling of performance
characteristics of consumer products.
Analysis of Issue:
Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon and Ford have affirmed that
consumers have a basic right to be kept informed. In a
Presidential Consu.-ner 'Message in 1969, it 'i.vas stated: "No matter
how alert and resourceful a purchaser may be, he is relatively
helpless unless he has adequate, trusb;orthy information about
the product. he is considering and knov-rs \vhat to make of that
information. The fullest possible product description is useless·
if a consumer lacks the understanding or the v-1ill to utilize it."
In the same vein, the National Business Council for Consumer
Affairs, in a 1973 report, make the follm·ling recommendation:
"Wherever appropriate, manufacturers should promote the development of mechanisms for providing consumers 'l'.vi th performance
information on consumer durables." The Council also was of the
view that government agencies could help in assuring that appropriate product characteristics are chosen and measured in a manner
that would be fair and equitable to manufacturers and consumers.
Schedule:
The final format of the proposed procedures to be follmved is
being developed at this time. Public heari~s have been held
and public comment received. A decision is anticipated on
implementation within the next 60 days. If favorable, announcement in the Federal Register of the institution of the program
is expected to be made by February 1977.

Department of Commerce Responsibilities for the
Government-Hide Automatic futa Processing
Management System Under Public Law 89-306

Background: The Secretary of Col"tU''l"'JCe is responsible under Public Lat-~ 89-306
(October 30, 1965) for providing scientific and tech'1ological advisory
and consulting services to assist Federal agencies in making effective
use of computer tedb.nology; l'!'aking recommendations to the President
relating to the establishment of uniform Federal autorratic data processing standards ; and undertaking necessary research in computer sciences
and technology. Technical execution of these responsibilities has been
assigned to the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, National
Bu..""'eau of Standards (NBS) •
The technical areas currently receiving priority attention by the Institute
include:
o

Computer Security: The development of Government-wide standards,
guidelines , and techniques for Federal agency use in protecting
valuable or coP£idential infor.r.ation in computer systems to safeguard privacy, and controlling access to computer systerr.s.

o

Performance Measurerr.e.Tlt: The development of Government-wide
standards, guidelines , and methods for rneasuring the perform:mce
of computer systerr.s and net:Horks.

o Managing Risks Associated Hith Computer Usage: The development
of Govern'!Jlent-wide standards, guidelines, and tec..'h..Tliques to assist:
Federal agencies in insuring that computer systems perfo.cm their
intended functions accurately and do not P"'...rform any unintended
functions--and insuring adequate public accountability for t~e
Federal use of computers.
o

Interface Standards: T'ne develoo:rrent of Federal standards for
interfacing or intercormecting computer components of different
manufacture and provision of a basis for substantial cost savings
in the procurement of computer peripheral equip:rr.ent and core menory.

o

Increasing Productivity: The development of technical standc3rds,
guidelines, and methods to effect the application and spread of
computer-based aut~ation tecr.nology to increase productivity aTld
quality of working life in both manufacturing and service industries.

The Legislation and National Security Subcom:rrittee of the House Cornmittee
on Goverr,rr.ent Operations held hearings on the administration of Public
Law 89-306 in late June 1976. The report resulting from these hearings
stated that Public Law 89-306 "has been neither administered nor implemented
in accordance \vith the intentions of Congr>ess . " The report criticizes the
General Services Administration (GSA) for its handling of computer procure. :rnents and OMB for its failure to establish concise, clear-cut .ADP ma...'1agen:ent
policy and for lack of adequate direction in the enforcement of the policies

it has issued. The report cites NBS for failing to provide "necessary hardware and software standards ; " it recomrnends that NBS develop such standards
"to insure w.axim.Jn economies and efficiencies i11 the procurement and utilization of ADP resources. tt The report points out that NBS has not developed
Input/Output Interface standards because "it apparently has been committed
to the adoption of voluntary standards developed under American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) procedures. 11 The report does not acknowledge,
however, that the OHB 1966 poliC"'J guidance to the Secretary of Corrrrr.erce on
implementing Public Law 89-306 emphasizes prorrotion of the "development and
testing of voluntary cornrnercial standards for autorratic data processing
equipment, technique, and computer languages. 11
Issue: HO\v can NBS meet Gf·D and Congressional criticisms and achieve an
acceptable rate of haro.vare and software standards developrrent in lig..'"lt of
admittedly inadequate resources and in spite of the necessity to be responsive
to special unprogramrr.ed assigl1Irents from OMB and GSA?

(
\

Analysis of Issue: The Executive Branch's implementation of Public Law 89-306
has been the subJect of a continuing series of General Accounting Office (G.I\0)
reports to the Congress and of a series of hearings by subcornrnittees of the
House COlTlJI1ittee on Government Operations. The G/\0 :r..as issued some 12 reports
that conta.L.1. corrrnents and find.it1gs about the National Bureau of Standards 1
·
performance of its responsibilities u.nder Public Law 89-306. ?-Tone of these
reports found 1\TBS having adequate resources to carry out all of its Public
Law 89-306 responsibilities •. The Bureau :has planned responsive programs
and requested necessary fu"1di.ng to carry th9!1l out and has responded viith
reprogramming and redirection to the maximum extent possible. For eY.ample,
the Bureau has been directed by t.'l.e Office of Ha;nagerr.;ii:-rt: and Budget (OMB)
to undertake special, unprogram.ed tasks for Hhich funds have not been
budgeted. Such tasking occurred in early 1975 t<7h9J."1 OHB directed the
Bureau to develop corr.puter security guidelines for imple•·v.enting the
Privacy Act of 197'+. This required the 13ur'eau to reprogram already allocated funds with a resultant discontinuance or slippage of already budgeted
projects.

In its budgeting process, the Bureau intends to take full accotmt of the
GAO and Congressional criticisms of its Public Law 89-306 program; the
··results of the GAO audit of the FIPS prograrn; and other special a1"1alyses
to identify Federal ADP standards requ:i.:rements and priorities. Our
objectives are to plan prograrrs to overcome the cited deficiencies in the
Bl,.U"eau 1 s implementation of Public law 89-306 and to state straightfor.vardly
the magnitude of additional resources needed to carry out these progal'!1s.
Schedule: Respond to request for corrmmts on the hearing report. First
quarter FY 1977. Prepare requests for necessary resources as part of the
budget cycle. Third quarter FY 19 77.

'

Recycled Oil - Congressional Pressure and Measurement Realities
Backgny~nd:

Section 383 of the Energy Policy ~~d Conservation Act of 1975
(P.L. 94-163) assigned to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) the responsibility to develop test procedures for the determination of subs·tantial
equivalency of re-refined oil with new oil for a particular end use. These
procedures are to be transmitted to the Federal Trade Commission to provide
the basis for modified labeling standards and Federal procurement guidelines.
The goals of this legislation expressed by the Congress are to stimulate the
re-refined oil industry and to pro:rrote the use of re-refined oil, to lessen
the environmental damage caused by the improper disposal of waste oil, and to
reduce virgin crude oil consumption. The test procedures are to be developed
as soon as practicable.
Congressional interest in the NBS program has been great.

Congressmen Vanik

and Dingell, who sponsored the legislation, have corresponded with NBS staff

on numerous occasions. A briefing has been given to Congressman Dingell's
staff. It had been tl1e assumption within Congress that specifications existed
which -v;ould only have to be collected and th3.t transmission to the FTC \·JOuld
be extremely rapid.
The scope of the legislation requires a variety of oils to be considered. Tne
NBS Recycled Oil Program will address the use of waste oil as fuel, hydraulic
oil, industrial cutting, and engine lubricating oils. In each of these areas,
specifications for Jr.any of the tests do not exist. Haste oil is a co:nplex
mixture containing a number of contaminants for which test procedures are
required. These contamir.ants include Hear debris, lead from the gasoline,
heaV'j ~ctal atc:nS from oil soluble SUl-.factalrts, polyTlUCl~ct.J.· arumdlics (ueJtK.Jnstrated ccu-cinogens) , ethylene glycol, hydraulic fluids, and even gasoli.'1e.
When waste oil is used as a fuel, wear debris can cause burner clogging,
abrasive wear of the burner head, and excessive deposits heat transfer surfaces.
All existing tests for ash are knoVlTI, however, to be invalid in the presence of
lead and metallo-organics, both present in high concentration. Tests for ash
content Hill therefore have to be developed within the program. In other cases
where tests exist, an evaluation of the ID3.trix effects on the analysis ·.vill ha·.:e
to be ID3.de to confirm their validity. And finally, many of the required tests
are ex;ensive and time-constmring perfo~ance tests with which the staff will
have to gain experience. The NBS program will address these measurement
difficulties to provide the required sets of test procedures.
Issue: How can NBS meet its responsibilities promptly under the Energy Policy
and Conservation Act of 1975?
Analysis of Issue: Resources necessary to carrJ out the qualification of all
important classes of oil Hould amount to 13 positions and $1,600,000 for three
years. At present, four positions and $200,000 from internal reprogramming
are being applied to characterize \-laste oil as fuel, the largest volu1-ne, highest
impact end use. Since ID3.DY of the required positions are for new hires of
lubrication experts not now on-board at NBS, additional resources are required.
Schedule: NBS shall resubmit an initiative in the FY 1979 DoC budget to obtain
the necessary resources for implementation in October 1978. A favorable
decision would enable greater progress, beginning 22 months from nmv, in suppo!"'t
of the President's energy a'1d materials conservation policies.

,
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DoC Response to S. 3555
The National Voluntary Standards and Certification Act of 1976

Ba.ckground: Senators Abourezk and Hart have argued that the existing
standardization process is anticompetiti ve, it impedes new technology, and
is structur~ed so as to maintain a quasi-monopoly status for a feN testing,
inspection, and certification laboratories. They have ~sponsored legislation
Which would mandate the Federal Trade Ccmmission to establish rules of procedure and practices for standards-development organizations and certification
laboratories. Title I (National Standa...-rod.ization) of this Bill provides for
the development of a uniform national standardization system for all standards
and certification activities undertaken by the private sector. Title II
(International Standardization) of the Bill covers international standards and
international certification programs. Title III (Accreditation) of S. 3555
directs the Secretary of Ccmmerce to establish a National Voluntary Laboratory
Accreditation Program for the purposes of accrediting certification laboratories.;
Issue: \\!hat should be the Department's position in this legislation in view of
its role in the standardization process (Interagency Committee on Standards
Policy) and laboratory accreditation (National Voluntary laboratory Accreditation
Program).
Analysis of Issue: (A) The Depa..YTbnent supports the overall principles of
Title· I to assure that the public interest ~-Jill be protected and due process
observed in voltu!tary standards activities carried out by the private sector.
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The Department also agrees with and endorses the principle contained in Title I
that the Federal Governwent should not duplicate the standardmaking activities
of the private sector and that wherever feasible, Federal agencies should .··
utilize an existing non-Federal standard.
·
This principle is also included in the guidelines being prepared by the
Interagency Committee on Sta'1dards Policy. The J)epa..rrtJnent, however, is concerned
·about the rigorous regulatory frarr.er,;ork provided by S. 3555. The central issue
is a need
the proper assesswent and evaluation of the cost of regulation
vis-a-vis
benefits.
Before enacting S. 3555, the Department of Commerce urges that a proper assessment and evaluation of costs and benefits be underta~en. In these days of
critical budget restraints, \ve must avoid any urmecessary cost to both the
private sector and the Federal Government. Thus, the cost-benefit study should
focus on the increased cost to the private sector to canply with S. 3555, as
well as the cost to the Federal Governuent.
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purposes of the ne<.N legislation. It
our viet.; that the Federal Trade Comrnissior:
already has sufficient authority under Section 5 of its act to deal with
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aberrations in the voluntary standards system. One example of FrC action in
this area is its investigation of the improper use of some ASTI1 standards to
certify the flamrrability behavior of cellular plastic products.
For the reasons stated above, the Department opposes the enactment of Title I.
(B) Regarding Title II, although it has long been recognized that national
engineering and comrrcdity standards are of great L~rtance to the whole of our
society, what has not been so evident is that standa..""'Cls are of such vital
importance in international trade. In a study of the tvhole subject of possible
non-tariff barriers to i:rade, it was found that incompatible national or
international standards , or the lack of standards, do cause serious obstacles
to the e;..'port of our products. The Department of Commerce strongly supports the
concepts contained in Title II of S. 3555.
(C) The Department of Comnerce supports only the parts of Title III that establishes accreditation procedures to assure that laboratories are compete..'r'lt to
test specific products. The Department opposes that part of Title III which
would involve the Fed~ral GovernT.ent in the evaluation of a laboratory's capability to monitor manufactut>ing processes, evaluate a rranufacturer 1 s quality
control procedures, determine proper sampling procedures, and label products in
an appropriate manner. It should be noted that the Bill requires Federal agencie:
to use only certified laboratories. Th1,.1s,. in the case of Government proctlr'e.'11ent,
the program would not be "voluntary; 11 it would be de facto ":rnandatory."
The Department of Comnerce has already taken administrative action in establishin;,
a program to accredit la.:boratories for testing specifice products. On
Febr...1a..ry 25, 1976, the Secretary of Commerce published fir..:::.l prcc:;:dures for a
National Voiuntary Accreditation Program. T'ne form and substance 'vhich have
evolved from that idea are nor,v spelled out in detail in Title 15 , Part 7 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. The goal is to serve on a timely basis the needs of
:...:.dusty, consuT.e:-s, t!:e Gove::-;r.:ent, and others by acc:-editing this Nac::.on r s
testing laboratories, The progr2.m seeks to foster and promote a uniformly
acceptable base of professional and technical competence L~ testing laboratories
and ~n estab~sh~g evalua~ic;m criteria for testi.'r'lg laboratories and in providing
on-sJ.te exarrunatJ.ons, profJ.CJ.ency test samples, calibrated standards and T!'l..'iterial~
Several ~undred laboratories working in areas such as concrete, cement, asphalt,
paper, fJ.bo--rooard, color and appearance, clinical and forensic testing- T!'l..'ike use
of these services.
We believe that the Department has established an orderly and workable framet.;ork:
for the development of a meaningful system for the accreditation of testing
lalx:>ratories. At this tL"'le, we do not feel that legislation in this area is
necessary.
Schedule: Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology, De. Ancker...Johnson
.
presented testllnOny
on S. 3555 on June 21, 1976, before the Subcomnittee on '
Antitrust and ~Dnopoly of the Senate Judiciary Committee. Tne legislation is
expected to be reintroduced in the next ses~ion of Cor1oo-ress.

,

Rewriting the Communications Act of 1934

Backqround: Lionel Van Deerlin, Chairman of the House
Communications Subcommittee, has announced that he intends to
begin hearings on a new Communications Act. The old law, the
Communications Act of 1934, was written before the advent of
satellites and television. Even then, it was hastily cribbed
from the Radio Act of 1927 and the Interstate Commerce Act. It
has been called more appropriate for grain elevators and
steamboats than communications satellites and computer net•1orks.
New technologies and new applications have been forced into the
old structure, and the growing convergence bet~een different
communications technologies and between computing and
communications make the old 1\ct increasingly obsolete. At the
same time, recent d!cisions by the Federal Communications
Commission have eroded the traditional rnon6poly of the telephone
industry. In response, the industry has supported introduction
of a number of versions of a bill that would limit the FCC's
power. That bill, the Consumer Communications Reform Act {CCRA}
of 1976, is discussed in the next paper.
~ssue: A great many issues are at question in telecor:nnunications

policy, and this rewrite will serve as a focus for many of the~.
They include ·the re9ulation of cofflpeti tion \lith in ;md bct;;cc:J t!~c
traditional telephone industry and the new equipment suppl rs,
specialized common carriers and domestic satellite firms, the
cable television industry, the broadcast industry, and the data
processing equipment and service industries. Another set of
issues may concern content, including privacy, access/ First
Amendment rights, sex and violence on TV, and the Government's
role in rel~tion to them. A last group of issues may involve the
structure with which the Government deals with
telecommunications, and may result in restructuring the FCC, the
Office of Telecommunications Policy, and OT.
Analysis of Issu~: Little work has been done on a new Act,
although there are volumes on many aspects that will probably be
considered. Therefore, it is premature to advocate any position.
Some aspects are analyzed in the light of CCRA in the following
paper.
Schedule: Resolution of major issues in telecommunications policy
tend to take from six to eight years. Therefore, quick
resolution of the yet-undefined issues raised by a new
Communications Act is unlikely. We do not expect passage of such
an Act in this coming Session, and possibly not in this Congress
or this Administration.

A National Telecommunications Agenda

Background: In 1975, the United States had the most advanced
telecommunications technology in the world, but was faced with
slow domestic and export growth. The Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology created ~ Task Force on
Telecommunications, with representatives from NBS, the Patent
Office, and OT. Its job was to identify new technologies with
significant growth potential that seemed to be blocked, and to
make recommendations on what could be done to remove barriers to
growth. It focused on four new technologies: direct communication
satellites, optical fiber communications, broadband cable
systems, and land mobile radio. The Task Force report, "Lowering
Barriers to Telecommunications Growth", proposes creation of a
National Agenda, as the first step in resolving the issues raised
by th~ir investigation. ~t also proposes some issues which, from
the S&T viewpoint, need to be considered.
Issue: New technology; which could offer immense benefits, is
blocked by inappropriate regulation, lack of standards, failure
to transfer technology from military to civilian applications,
absence of any institution to deliver the technology to users,
and market uncertainty. Some of the most pressing needs are:
\

0.

Accelerating the d:2velopfi1ent of direct communication
satellite systems and networks, using advanced technology to
bring satellite service directly to the user's site at low
cost.

~

Developing strong U.S. positions in pre~aration for the 1979
General World Administrative Radio Conference, the
international body that will decide how we use radio for the
next twenty years.

~

Improving the foreign trade balance in telecommunications,
especially in telephone equipfiient and consumer electronics.

0.

Developing a means to systematically review proposed Pederal
teleconmunications systems for duplication, consolidation
possibilities, efficiency; and cost-effectiveness.

'·

Analysis of Issue: Some portions of this issue has been
extensively analyzed and discussed with industry. Recommended
actions on them are given in the Executive Summary of the Task
Force report, which is attached as an appendix. OT currently
does most of the administrative and analytical work, under the
policy direction of OTP, for frequency coordination like that
proposed for the system review. The Office of Management and
Budget requires that the frequency review be done before they
will approve funds for new radio equipment. OT proposes an
analogous process for new systems.
·

(#

Schedule: OT's proqram to accelerate development of direct
satefl1Ee communications systems .began last. year. However, if the
present course of development is not changed, such systems may
nbt be in use in the United States in this century. Preparations
for the WARC have already begun. Positions must be established
and proposals circulated in the first quarter of FY 1979.
Improving the balance of trade in telephone equipment is
dependent on developing a domestic manufacturing industry. That
in turn is dependent on the existence of a domestic market, which
will exist only if the appeals court, mentioned in the paper on
CCRA upholds the FCC. Preliminary proposals on developing a
system review procedure have been made and may be accepted by the
thiEd quarter of FY 1977.

'
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Consumer Communications Reform Act

BacJS...~!I_c,?_lind: Technological pro(l rcss and dec is ions by the Fedf:;r al
Corn~unications Cocmiosion since the late Sixties have begun to
erode the traditional monopoly of the telephone companies. The
Carterphone decision, in 1968, allowed customers to attach their
own equipment to the telephone .companies' lines. An appeals
court recently upheld an FCC ruling that an expensive ''protective
dcv ice" v;~'iS not required on :::::u:::::h custorc,cr -ovmcd C\JU ipmen t .::s
private automatic branch exchanges {?ABX's) and an appeal on
individual telephones is pending. In the Specialized Common
Carrier (SCC) decision (1971), the Commission permitted new firms
to offer private line long distance service in competition with
the telephone companies. One of the largest of the SCC's h~s now
gone bankrupt and is suing AT&T, and the others are struggling.
In the Domestic Satelliie (domsat) d~cision (1972), the
Commission permitted new firms to offer long distance service by
satellites. Such service is much cheaper than telephone companylines for distances over a fe·,., hundred miles. 'l'he present
satellite firtns are still in the red, but may become viable.
However, AT&T has recently entered the market, after having been
shut out for several ·years by the Domsat decision.
According to the FCC, the Bell Systen had revenues of about
$30 billion in 1975 .. The other. established telephone co~panies
had $5.5 billion. The sec's hnd $49 million and the COH1sat
companies h~d $16 million. Private equipment sales and rental
revenue was $143 million.
The telephone industry is a state monopoly in most countries
of the world. In the United States, it is probably one of, if
not tlie single, most regulated industries. It is the structure
and Pt;rpose of that regulatio'n that is at issue.
Issue: On one level, this issue concerns who is going to make
m6rtey on the grO\·ling demand for telecommunications. On another 1
it concerns how best to provid2 the best communications at the
lowest price to the American public. Specifically, the Consumer
Communications Reform Act (CClli\ or the "Bell Bill") 1 would forbid
the FCC to declare any proposed price too low. Opponents of the
Bill, which includes the new carriers and equipment suppliers and
much of the computing industry, say that this would allow the
carriers to raise their prices for their monopoly services,
especially local telephone service, and use the profits to
subsidize their competitive services. Their competitors, having
no monopoly services from which to "cross-subsidize'', would be
driven out of business by tl1is predatory pricing. The telephone
companies, on the other hand, say that they are already cross-subsidizing from long distance revenues to keep local telephone
prices low. Both sides claim that if they lose, the consumer will
suffer.

-'

(
Analysis of Issue: Most of the ~(·bate has been weak in analysis.
fth-as--E81ter0d-on the issue of loFest cost '>'lithout consider ina
\/hat. is meant by best service. 0;-;,e recent FCC decision (in
·"
Docket 18128) has found that AT&T has been undercharging for its
Telpak service, which is threatened by the competing SCC's.
Another (in Docket 20003) has four::J little harmful effect fron
cor.1petition. It cites studies by state regulatory commissions
that find that local service is subsidzing long distance service.
OT has been un~ble to contribute substantially to the analysis of
this issue because of resource constraints.
· Sch~~~~1lc: As stated earlier, .telecommuniczttions issues are seldom
settled quickly. It is unlikely that the Congress would act
without hearings by the Communications Subcommittee. The
attention of its Chairm2n is on rewriting the Commtlnic~tions Act,
not CCRA, as a vehicle for resolution of a number of issues.
However, given the number of sponsors, hearings will probably be
held in the coming session. OT expects to be asked to testify,
and hopes to contribute without necessarily being associated with
either side.

(
NOTE:

A separate paper on this subject has been prepared under the
DIB.l\ issues

I
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Aopenalx to ~ssue ~aner,
"A National Telecomrnunications
Agenda"

LOPlERING BARRIERS TO TELECOHN.UNICATIONS GROrvTH

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is based on the Hark of a Teleconununications
Task Force formed in August 1975 under the direction of the
lu;sistant Secretary of Com.rnerce for Science and Technology,
.Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson.
The objective of the report is tuofold:
o

To identify actions that 'i·lill pave the \·:ay for
the application of a f:ew promising technologies
to the benefit of users of t.elecoummnications.

o· To suggest any st1ch actions as a basis for Government
program development, for industry ini-tiatives, and
for joint Government and industry activities.
The heart of this report consists of analyses of diverse
telecomznunication issues, along ,.;i th recorr.mended actions.
These analyses and recormnendat:ions should be read as a
c.:oHt.L. ibt.;,tion to t.he (lJ:a.f ting of an tgendq. of national
telccorr..r:nmi.ca tion concerns. Such a na tionr:~l agenda 'i·Tot:ld
prezumably serve first as a vehicle for discussion and
ultimately as a basis for action. The process of \'lriting
it, moreover, should help us establish priorities for this
·vital field. 'l'o be an effective instru:nent, ho;·;ever, the
agenda will have to represent far more than just Governm.ent
think.ing; it '>'lill, rather, have to reflect a com.<·non. effort
by all the institutions of our national telecommunication
coro.IDUni ty.
Although there is no question that U. s. teleco~~unication
systems as a \'!hole are the most pervasive and reliable in
the world, it is possible to discern some barriers that are
impeding the long-term gro·,o;th of the field. An effort to
lm.;er these barriers would surely be a desirable national
goal. Two major reasons support this vie\~T:

o

First, the United States is increasingly engaging
in information-related activities -- to the point
where productivity gains in many parts of our
services sector may come to depend on imp1:oved
access to and management of information. Clearly
these information activities rely heavily on telecommunications; furthermore, advance in information
handling will require a steady infusion of new
telecommunication technology.

'

o

Second, with present national decisionmaking
processes, we may not be deriving the fullest
possible benefit from a variety of attractive
technological choices. Prime examples of such
choices are satellites, solid state technology,
lighbmve com.rnunications, and ne\-1 regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum for expanded cowmunications use.

The long-range importance of telecornmunications as well as ..
the complexity of the issue::> may \·7ell bring increased
Govern.'TIE:mt participation in co:nmu.nications affairs. So
far scm~~ of the results of this participation have been
less than encouraging: confict over new policies, confusion
over the question of appropriate Government and industry
roles, and delay in ~ational decisionmaking.
Such dclays on the part of.Government may cause-- or be
causing -- similar delays in the developments of ne\v
services or products. v7hen such a com:nerci2.l delay
occurs -- espt:!ciully when it affects u technology or a
service that reduces costs -- the public is deprived of
the benefits during the period of the delay. The public.
interest, therefore, calls for corrective action.
It is understodd that any such corrective·attion will
require cooperation among three parties: Government,
industry, and users. Government activi"Cies must be
evaluated in terms of six of the roles it may play: policymaker, regulator, spectrum manc:.ger, user and purchaser,
coordinator of public sector requirements, and supporter
of, key technological development. Industryls role,
however, is vital: as:;;embling the factors of production
and bringing the product or service to the marketplace.
Users, or customers, have to make knmm what they need.
In many cases this is done in cooperation with industry;
the result is "market pull. '' In other cases, such as the
specifying of public sector requirements, much has to be
done to identify user co~~unication needs, to consolidate
them, and to translate them into system requirements.
In setting about its assignment, the T·ask Force tried to
identify those technologies and services holding the most
promise for future application while, at the same time,
seeming to be most inhibited by current barriers.
More specifically, the Task Force asked five questions
about each technology and service it considered: How much
~ill it benefit the public?
How significant is technology
as a barrier to its growth? How detrimental to its

application would be the effects of no action? Has it
reached a relatively advanced level of maturation? And,
how appropriate would Federal involvement be?
After screening a long list of ucandidates" according to
these criteria, the Task Force decided to concentrate
on four major t.echnologies: Direct Satellite Communications,
·Land Hobile nadia, Dro~tdband Communications Netuorks, and
. Fiber Optic Crumnunications. This report accords each a
·separate section.
vlith each technology, the report discusses its current status, the ir;sues affect.ing its grm·;th, actions designed to
address these issues, and tha impact of the proposed action:::::.
The discussion iz organized tmder four ·general cat:egor.ies as
follmv-s i needs and the mr~rket, system davelopment and perf01.'1nance, policy and regulation, and spectrum management.
Those issues and actions we believe to be most urgent and
feasible are restated in our conclusions and reccnm\endations,
the final chc:.pter of the report. l'. . t the end of ~chat chapt:el:
and at the end of this Executi vc Sunma.ry -- -v;ill be found a
suggestion relating to the process of formulat:ing a na'c.ional
draft agenda.
· NEEDS AllD THI: NARKE'l'

Here \'le must consider the choices for providing new services
and the relative cost of the choices. An additional consideration is the services' potential for increasing national
productivity.
The use·of satellites for the transmission of public sector
services may hold great promise. This possibility, as \17ell
as concern about future u. s. plans for the employment of
this band and others, generates the following recorr~enda
tion:

o

Government and user organizations should accelerate
the process by which the basic communicat1:on needs
to be met by public service satellites wiZZ be
defined. They should also determine the most
economic way of using such satellites and who wiZZ
pay for them.

Because of the grml7ing pressure on the radio spectrum to
provide different services, all of which can claim appreciable economic value:

'
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o

Spectrum administrators should encourage further
research on the economic and social values of
services that are provided through the use of the
spectrum in order to achieve optimum allocation of
this resource in the light of the associated needs
and markets.

With respect to nonentertai~~ent broadband communication
services, \ve recommend that:

o

Industry should establish a group composed of
industry; institutional users, and providers of
public sector services to plan and finance a
demonstration designed to reduce the present
uncertainties about market demand for and economic
·viability of aggregated broadband nonentertainment
services.

Fiber optic communications promises a great deal in the
way of lowered costs and expanded capacity. The challenge
is to accelerate its norunilitary applications. To do
this, we should identify those applications for which it
\vill be most competitive.
In addition, a demonst:.l':<.ition of fiber op-c:tc com.--nunication
.
capabilities \·iould do much to increase the narket for H:n
systems and ccmponent.s; a demonstration of sufficient size
·would also reduce the cost of these systems and incr.ease
their availability.

OUr recommendations are ttvo:

o

o

OTP should establish a Federal interagency group
to identify a aig?zifican t broadband commw11.:cations
need~ the satisfaction of which will advance the
solution to an important public service problem
(e.g.~ health care delivery).
The group should
then compose a statement of the necessary communication requirements as a basis for a. fiber optic
demonstration project.
The Department of Commerce should establish an
advisory committee on commercial implications of
fiber optics.

.........
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE

This category focuses on systems planning and research, performance criteria and measurement, and standards of
practice and of equipment operation. The element~ that

,

.compose this category play important roles in determining
\'lhether new services or equipment .can be provided
ecqnomically and Hithout foreclosing future opportunities
for better resource use.
Are additional standards or performance criteria needed
for small earth terminal satellite systems in order to
foster their early application and to ensure their orderly
development? This question is of particular importance.
The evolution of satellite systems operating at frequencies
above 14. 5 GHz is making slow progrcsr.;, part.l~{ due to
technology limitations. At: the same time, hm·:ever, demands
for orbit/spectrum space below 14.5 GHz arc growing
significantly. 'N1ese demands could b;;; eased i1: the higher
frequencies could be use4 as reliably as the lower
frequencies~

The recommendations are that:
o

Industry should tal<.a the initiative, in coopera-t-ion
hJith use1~s and Gove1~n.men.t, to expZo1,e the neecl io:"
crite~ia and standards for small earth terminat
sateZZitn systems opevating in the 2.5, 4, 6, za.
and 1.4 GBz bands. It shouZ.d aZao aeaesa the effect
of these &tai7.da.Pdr; on fu.tu::.•e ·C.eahnoloaicc:Z. dct.'e'io;:tm~nt> and~ if app~opriate, define and~reeo~mend performance criteria. or standal"'ds for FCC adoption.

o

NASA shouZ.d undertake, in conjunction with industry,
to identify the hardware and other 1~e Z.iahi lity
ba1•riers that Z.imit the use of frequencies above
7..4.5 GHz for sateZ.Zite oommuniaations and to
'recommend a program for Zowe1•ing these ha1~riers.

Land mobile radio systems are totally dependent on the
spectr~~.
Already, the spectrum allocated to these
systems is being used intensively. Substc:mtial grmvth in
the demand for their services is expected. To ensure thz.t
the spectrum \•Till be used in the most efficient \·;ay, it is
desirable to have better quantitative information about
the performance, spectrum utilization, and capacity of
land mobile systems.

,

In addition, several Federal agencies support the development of better land mobile and other communications systems
for use by public safety services. However, the objectives
of Government support often differ, a situation that can
lead to inefficient employment of the spectrum and
insufficient long-range planning.

f"::'---o.
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To meet these land mobile radio issues, we have three
recommendations:
o

Tel.eaommuniaation authorities should foster 2•esea1•ah
to develop better ariteria for desaribing and
measuring land mobiZe service performanae.

o

Pel.ecommuniaation authorities should foster researah
to develop better methods for desaribing and
. measu.:t:>ing speat1•um aapaai ty ancl u.ti l.ization for
tand mobile radio systems.

o

One Government agenay should be responsible fox>
coordinating Federal. support of l.oaaZ Zand mobile
radio prog1•ams. Thir; Fedei?aZ effort should s
o::.>t:
ZoaaZ agenay attempts to aahieva better speatrum
use and lower aosts through the development of
integrated ZoaaZ aommuniaation systems serving
~everaZ fun a tiona· OP use!' groups.

'l'he design techniques of current. C'F.TV systems may affect
the potential grm·lth of bro<ldband nonsn"i::ertair.ment services.
The question is: Are these technlques a~1equate to pro\ridc
systems that Hill be capable of handling additional
nonentcrt:.ainr:-.ent services? Therefore:
o

Industry and users should seek early z>esoZution of
cez>tain probZems of system pe1•formance associated
with deZivePy of bz>oadband aommuniaation serviaes.
The.se problem az>eas inaZude: (Z.) frequency manage-ment in b1•oadband systems, (2) interface standa1•ds
·oz> speaifiaations, (3) security and privacy, and
(4) tez>minal equipment ahaz>acteristics.

To help fiber optic co~~unications fulfill its promise as
promptly as possible, the development of appropriate
standards should begin soon. It is therefore recon~ended
that:
o

The infol•maZ. Optical Communications Task Forae.
initiated by the Offiae of TeZ.ecommuniaations
ohouZd identify what specifiaations (or vo"lun.taz>y
standards) and aodes are desiz>abte to ensure rapid
and orde!'ly imp"lementation of fibez> optia teahnoZogy in the aommerciaZ. and pub"lia seators.

POLICY AND REGULATION

Although current regulations restrict the permanent use of
satellite small earth terminals, some users wish to
develop systems with te~Tt\inals as soon as possible. In
spite of the possible benefits to be derived from these
systems, our future freedom of choice ought not to be
precluded by premature approval of proposals for systems
that inordinately "consume 11 available spectrum and orbit
positions.
·
Horecver, it is imperative that we better understand and
describe the resources "chat will determine hmv many -- and
in what form -- satellite services can be provi<.led.
In vie'i.·l of these concerns, ·we recommend that:

o

Government -- ~hrough the OTP 3 F~C, and other
agencies -- shouZd reexamine ita policy and
regulations with respect to uce of domestic and
international smaZZ earth terminaZ satellite
systems. In tile pl"ooess~ it should intensify
its search for adviae from inte1•ested pal'ties.

0

The FCC and OTP shouZd give priority to obtaining
additional and more comprehensive descriptions of
the spectrum/orbit and spectrum/geography ~8~ourcca
and the dependence of these on technical paramete~s
of sateltite systems.

Regulatory dela.y is a matter of 'videspread concern to the
telecom.-·'!.mnications cornmuni ty. To reduce the delays incur1:cd
by full hearings, the PCC has from time to 'l::.ime brought
·interested parties together for informal gatherings prior
to formal proceedings. Accordingly, \·.te recommend that:

o

'

Consideration shou.Zd be given to the desirabitity.,
feasibi Zity ~ and tegaZity of ma7cing greater use of
open, informaZ discussions between interested
partien prior to the start of FCC for-mal- proceedings.,
particularly those that are to consider targeZy
teehnicaZ matters.

CATV regulation may be a barrier to the implementation of
rionentertainment broadband services. Partial deregulation
of CATV services is being addressed by the Domestic Council,
the FCC, and Congress. The Domestic Council regulatory
group, however, concluded that not enough data were
available on the effects of deregulation to support a

,

decision, ~·:hich might influence the general availability
of nonentertainment services. It is recom'nended
.
that:

o

The lJomestic Council fvorking Group shoul.d arrange
to obtain necessary research to establish the
probable consequences of partial dereguZ.at·i.on of CATv:

SPECTRUU />IMlllGEf.JENT

I.n the next t:hree years, t•r1o l'Jorlc1 F.dminist:r.ative Radio
. ··---·-·---~Or!~f.i;'~l).S::~S
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(i'U~RC f S) dealing \·lith matters germane to this
report \·lill be held. Tha first, in 1977, is primarily
concerned with satellite broadcasting in the 11/12 GHz
band. The second, scheduled for 1979, will review the
Radio Regulations, including the Table of Frequency
Allocations. These WI:.RC • s Hill establish the pattern of
\'lorh".h-!icie Gpectrum use for many years to come. Hoj:eover r
their decisions will affect the rules and requlations of
the United States, which are based on the infernational
agreements. It: is therefore important that the United
States meticulously prepare its conference positions in
all areas.

The evolution of public service satellite systems in the
2.5 GHz band is likely to be inhibited by the limited
variety of services that can be provided in the narrO\'l
band\ddth available. Expanding the bandwidth would
increase the nu::n.ber of services that might employ it.
This \·:auld distribute the cost of the satellite over a
greater number of users.
It is recownended that:

o

U.S. preparation fol' the l979 World Administrative
Radio Conference shouZd pZace emphasis on:
(l.}

Provision. of spectrum space for small
earth terminal sateZlite systems.

(2)

Optimization of orbital spacing of
satellites sharing the same f1.1equencies.

(3)

Imbalance of spectrum/orbit utilization
above and belo~ Z.4.5 GHz.

(4)

Need for greater band~idth allocations at
2.5 Gllz for pubtia service satellites.

I

o

Public service satell-ite users should determine the
cost advantages that could result from increasing
the bandwidth available to them at 2.6 GHz and uoe
the information a,s the basis for requesting the
FCC to negotiate<for an inarease in the available
bandwidth.

For land mobile services, we recowmend that:·
o

U. S. preparation for the Z979 World Administrative
Radio Conference should emphasize the resolution of
d·~f.fex•enaes bet!Jeen the p Zanned use of the 900 UF.lz
band by the United States for land mobile systems
and the international. frequency al.Zoaationa.

COMPOSING A NATIONnL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AGENDA

As \'las discussed above, the recommendations of this report
should be thouqht of ao a cont:ributicn to the ccmoosition
of a national ~raft aganda. The final agenda, of-course,
must be the product of an extensive dialogue among
Government, indust.ry, and users. A question c:trises: t·Jhat
is the bast way to begin this precess of joint discussion?
Possible ans>~'ers abound: cons;ressional hcarin<.:;s t ·industry
· and professional asnociatio!l \.'Orkshops, academic seminars,
and Federal Executive Branch initiatives.
Ho\otever, all the best intent5.ons ,.,ill most likely be
rendered futile if at the outset sorae agency does not assume
the responsibility of receiving and processing the ideas and
proposals regarding the agenda. Therefore:·
o

Tl1e services of the Office of Te l.eaommuniciations (J)i Z. 7,
be available jo~ ini~iaZ. coordination of reactions
to this report and~ by e~tension~ of aZZ suggestions
pertaining to the formulation of a national teZeaom·munication draft agenda. This tenure wiZZ Zast only
until a permanent uxeeper of the Agenda" is named.

,

In conclusion, implementation of all the recommendations
should foster the long-term growth of teleconununication
technology in the United States. This growth will benefit
not only service users but also industry, which will ·
profit from the creation of new markets.

r-"'"''

Telecommunications Organization and Roles

Background: Toward the end of the Johnson Administration, a Task
Force on Telecommunications Policy recommended the creation of a
centralized focus for teleco~munications policy in the Executive
Branch. Such an agency would advise the President on
telecommunications, speak for the Executive Branch in the
development of national and international policy, and coordinate
the Executive's use of telecommunications, especially the radio
spectrum. Executive Order 11556 created an Office of
Telecommunications Policy in the Executive Office in 1970. The
same Order tasked the Secretary of Commerce with providing
administrative and analytical support to OTP, resulting in the
creation of OT.
Recently, proposals have been made to restructure OTP. A
McKinsey study of rs six options: as a policy counselor group in
the Domestic Council, as an EOP Telecommunications Office (the
present situation), as an Assistant Secretariat, possibly in the
Department of Commerce, as a policy-oriented independent agency,
as a policy and operations-oriented agency, and as a Department
of Telecommunications.
Information transmission (computing) and information
transmission {telecocmunications) are becoming increasingly
interdependent as America becomes a post-industrial society.
They share problems of privacy, standards, and a high rate of
techno loa ic al chana;:..
Comoui:e
r s evol veu rroEl te ler.::.hone
f;~; i t-.ch
....
. ...
· gear, and noi¥ are used as S\l itching exchanges. Communications,
even voice and video, is being transmitted digitally. The
Department has two agencies concerned with information
technology: 0~, with its Institute for Telecommunication
Sciences, and the Institute for Computer Science and Technology
in NBS.
.
..,;

Issue: What is the optimal arrangement of the various Executive
Branch agencies concerned with telecommunications and information
technology?
Analysis ~Iss~~: Interagency coordination and Executive Dranch
policy determination and articulation really need to be done at
the Executive Office level, although possibly in the Domestic
Council or Office of Science and Technology Policy. However,
there is no reason that other Executive Branch agencies should
not formulate policy options, especially where their particular
missions are concerned. A mission agency might also provide
administrative and analytical services to an agency that decides
matters of policy. Much of the awkwardness in the OT/OTP
relationship has come from OT's dual roles: to support OTP and
to support development of telecommunications science and
industry. Mutual appreciation of the validity of both roles and
the trade-offs this sometimes implies is required. A review of
various Federal agency roles toward recommending an improved
structure should be undertaken on· a Government-\4ide basis,;;;;::'f-(,Nu

,
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,
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Schedul~: Resolution depends on the ldll ingness of the ne\v
Director of OTP to recognize the importance of resolving
procedural questions as an aid to resolving the many substantive
issues he will face when he assumes office. The review of
Department organization should be started in the third quarter of
FY 1977.

{
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PATENT REFORM LEGISLATION
Background
Concerned that the U.S. patent system, which has remained
fundamentally unchanged since 1836, has not kept pace with
· the changing conditions brought about by modern technology,
the 1966 President's Commission on the Patent System proposed 35 recommendations for its modernization. The
Administration first prepared a patent bill based on the
report of the Commission in 1967. Features of the initial
bill were vigorously opposed by segments of industry, bar
and inventor groups. By 1969 a modified version of the bill
had general support from the Administration and the private
sector. In 1970, however, a dispute arose between the
Commerce and Justice Departments over the provisions of the
bill. Each department presented its independent views to
the patent subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
An Administration bill, developed through joint negotiation
by the Departments of Commerce and Justice, arbitrated by
OMB, was transmitted to Congress in the fall of 1973.
There was immediate and strong opposition to this bill from
all interested segments of the private sector, including
industrial organizations, patent law associations and inventor ·groups. The bill, \·lith slight modification; was reintroduced as S. 1308 in the beginning of the 94th Congress.
In the fall of 1975 the Senate approved S. 2255, which is
very similar to the Administration's bill. The House took
no action and the bill died in the 94th Congress.
Issue
To have enacted a new patent rev~s~on law more closely
responsive than our present law to the contemporary and
future needs of the Nation.
Analysis of Issue
Commerce is concerned that any new patent.bill provide strong
incentives for inventing, publicly disclosing the invention,
investing in research and development and commercializing
new and improved products, all to the Constitutional end of
"promoting the progress of • • • the useful arts." Participation in the patent system by inventors and businessmen
is voluntary. The patent law is not a regulatory statute;
it must encourage inventors and businessmen to seek patents.
Only by providing such encouragement can the system achieve
·its objective of stimulating technology and the economy.

;

..

The Department of Justice position stated in simplistic terms,
is that the patent laws should restrict rather than expand
the opportunity for a patentee to fully develop a patent
position.
The former Administration bill, S. 1308, included several
new features with which there is little controversy, such
as opportunity for the public to present reasons why an
invention is not patentable, encouragement of arbitration
of patent disputes, and change to a 20-year term from the
date of filing rather than a 17-year term from the date
of grant. It also contained a great many additional procedural requirements which would not only be burdensome
to the applicant but would also provide new grounds for
invalidating the patent if the applicant carelessly or
through errors in judgment failed to comply. Under this
bill, protection would frequently be denied.on meritorious
inventions for failure to get over the many procedural
hurdles.
Schedule
In September 1976, after unsuccessful efforts at OMB to
modify the Administration position, the Secretary of
Commerce wrote to House Judiciary Committ~e~Chairma:1
Rodino expressing concern over the cost and· e::-:pense of
the pending legislation. 'I'he Commerce letter suggested
several specific changes. In October the Patent and
Trademark Office proposed rule changes that would accomplish some of the.same objectives as the legislation but
with far less expense. A hearing on the rule changes
will be peld on December 7. The staff currently is
preparing a draft bill for possible introduction in the
next Congress.
Appendix
None required.
. •'
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PATENT EXAMINATION QUALITY
Background
Applications for the grant of a patent are examined before
a patent is issued to determine, to the extent possible, whether
the invention disclosed meets the statutory requirements for the
issuance of a patent. Examination enables both patent owners and
their competitors to better gauge their rights and better make
related business decisions. Examination before the issuance of
a patent also avoids shifting much of the.examination burden to
the courts and to the public.
Good quality examination enables patent owners and the public to act and make decisions related to the utilization of new
technology with greater confidence and assurance of their rights.
It enhances the value of patents and the incentives of the patent
system for the creation and utilization of new technology.
There have been strong criticisms of the quality of examination conducted in the Patent and Trademark Office by the Courts,
including the Supreme Court, in their opinions in some cases and
in the statements of some judges, by some in the Congress, by
some in industry and by some in academic circles •.
Certain of these criticisms are valid and certain are not. ·
The statistics on patent invalidity holdings in the courts have
not been accurately quoted and represented by some critics. On
the other hand, factors do exist which adversely affect the
quality of examination (e.g., there are defects in the completeness and integrity of the search file containing existing technology and utilized in the examination of a patent application.}
Issue
What can be done to improve the quality of examination?
What are the priorities among the available alternatives? What
resources should be devoted to improving the quality of examination?
Analysis of Issue

'

Studies of the issue have been conducted and a number of
programs for improving quality have been undertaken, and are
being planned.
The studies which have been completed have reviewed the
available measures of examination quality and the alternatives

·--·

which exist for improving quality. A multiyear plan of action
for improving quality is under development.
·
Among the more significant programs already instituted in
recent years to improve quality are: (1) the establishment of
a quality review program under which a sample of the patents
issued are reviewed for quality of examination, (2) provision for
additional time for patent examiners to conduct the examination,
(3) continuous review of the court decisions invalidating pat. ents for learning purposes and to help pinpoint problem areas,
and {4) improvements in certain aspects of the search files
utilized by the examiners.
Schedule
The multiyear plan of action mentioned above is expected to
be completed in December, 1976. Its principal focus will be upon
improvement of the search files. It will probably also include
(1) an enhanced educational program for examiners, (2) an enlargement of the quality review sample size and followup on the
results of the review, (3) studies of the feasibility of systems
for the replaeement of the paper search file w.i th microfilr:l, {4)
continuation of the updating of the classification schedule (or
subject matter breakdown) of the search file,· and (5) continued
study of mechanized searching. In addition, changes in the rulas
of practice to improve the quality of patents are under consideration. A decision on their adoption may be made by the end of
1976.
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IMPROVED PAPER HANDLING
Background
The Patent and Trademark Office recognizes that effective
handling of the multitude of paper is required to provide
timely service, quality products to the public and to reduce
complaints. In all cases, the major problem is availability
of funds.
Controlling the Whereabouts of Pending Applications
Data: Over 500 new patent and trademark applications
received daily; over 3,000 individual pieces of mail
relating to tha 200,000+ pending applications are
received daily relating to the applications.
In 1973 the PTO began utilizing a computer for locating
200,000+ applications. The initial success of the system
leads the PTO to believe that greater savings in manpower
and time can be realized through use of more sophisticated
computer systems.
Controllinq File Histories and Assianment Riahts
Data: Maintaining· the examination and assignment
histories of the over four million patents and trademarks (or 150 million individual sheets of paper)
readily accessible to the public and the courtsi
500-1,000 requests daily.
Currently all records are maintained on paper, updated by
hand and requests fulfilled by pulling of information.
Studies under way indicate the most cost-effective approach
to handling these massive paper files require significant
initial cash outlay in return for substantial reductions in
space required for storage, man years and decrease in public
complaints.
Controlling Patent and Trademark Search Files

,

Data: Twenty million patents and trademarks contain
150 million individual sheets of paper.
PTO is continuing to examine mechanized methods for maintaining the file integrity and for searching of both patents
and other references. This is required to insure good tools

,
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for searching (hence, affecting quality of search product)
and to control time required for searching (maintain productivity).
Controlling Requests for Orders
Data:
20,000 orders for patents and trademarks
received daily.
In 1976 the PTO undertook to update its copy fulfillment
system.
New equipment to be delivered in 1977 is the first
phase. The second phase contemplates a computer-controlled
system for inventories and order fulfillment.
Savings
resulting from greater control will be measured in reduced
complaints, increased public service and manpower savings
for PTO.
Upcoming Paper Handling Problems
Operations under the Patent Cooperation Treatymay begin
in fall 1977. This international cooperation effort will
ultimately reduce duplicative processing of patent applications by member nations. Because the u.s. Patent and
Trademark Office will be both an international filing and
searching office, significant start-up problems such as
control of monetary exchange, time limits~ paper sizes,
~rocedures, completeness of search files, etc., create
add.itional paperwork and control. Co.ntrol mechanisms are
now under study.
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TRADEMARK REGISTRATION TREATY
Background
The subject treaty, signed.by the United States in 1973 and
transmitted to the Senate for advice and consent to ratification on September 3, 1975, will establish an international
trademark filing arrangement, by which firms in member
countries can more easily register trademarks (and service
marks) and maintain these property rights in all member
countries. Since the Treaty is not self-executing, the
instrument of United States ratification will not be deposited
until the necessary implementing legislation is enacted.
Proposed implementing legislation, submitted by the Department to OMB on November 2, 1975, would have effected the
necessary changes in the federal trademark statutes and provided persons filing domestic United States trademark
applications with the same substantive benefits in the
United States as are available to persons filing under the
Treaty. OlvlB clearance was not secured prior to the adjournment sine die of the 94th Congress due primarily to objections
raised by the Department of Justice and the long delay before
these objections were surfaced.
i\

Issue
The Justice Department objections principally concern changes
in the use requirements of United States trademark law which
are necessary in order to comply with the Treaty. Essentially, the required change is that an application for
registration could be based upon a declared intention to
use a trademark in United States commerce, as an alternative
to actual use. In the case of an application based on
intent to use, the owner would be required to commence use
of the mark in commerce by the expiration of three years,
counted from the filing date of the application, and to file
a declaration of such use in the Patent and Trademark Office
before the end of the fourth year. Failure to meet these
requirements would result in cancellation of the registration. The proposed change is supported oy the Departments
of Commerce and State. The Federal Trade Commission is
neutral. Justice Department is opposed.
Analysis of Issue
Justice's opposition is based primarily on its concern that
the intent to use alternative will be abused, causing a
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proliferation of filings and enabling firms to secure unfair
advantages by reserving marks. The proponents argue that
the proposed legislation contains safeguards to prevent
abuse; that the present requirement of actual use prior to
filing is out of touch with the realities of modern business;
that foreign nationals, pursuant to requirements of the Paris
Convention, can already secure enforceable trademark registrations in the United States without use; and that this
advantage should, and would under the Treat~ be made equally
available to u.s. nationals.
Schedule
The Department hopes to resolve the issue in the first quarter
of 1977 and to secure early clearance to introduce legislation in the Congress. It is expected that the Senate would
then schedule hearings on both the Treaty and legislation.
We would urge that these hearings be held before the end of
the First Session.
Appendix
None required.
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